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Clients & Co-Agents WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATION Selected titles presented in this catalog



English L anguage Publishers and Agents:



April Eberhardt Literary (USA) | ONE/Pushkin Press (UK) | Quill Shift Literary Agency (USA)



English L anguage Authors (selected titles): Angela Ackerman & Becca Puglisi | James Altucher | Claudia Azula Altucher | Rohit Bhargava | Anna M. Campbell | Derek Coburn | Norine Dworkin-McDaniel & Jessica Ziegler | Debora Geary | Victor W. Hwang & Greg Horowitt | Dr. Paulette Kouffman Sherman | Michael Krohnen | Jason Lewis | Nathan Lowell | J. Steve Miller | Mark Obama Ndesandjo | Dan Norris | Jesse Warren Tevelow France



Allary Editions | Editions de l’Epée | Hachette Romans, an imprint of Hachette Livre | Editions de La Martinière Littérature | Le Livre de Poche (paperback originals only) + imprint Préludes Editions



The Netherlands



Bertram + de Leeuw | De Geus | Meulenhoff Boekerij | Nieuw Amsterdam



EXCLUSIVE CO-AGENTS For our world rights titles



Afrikaans: Van Aggelen African Literary Agency | Brazil: Villas-Boas & Moss Agency | Bulgaria: Anthea Agency | Greece: Ersilia Agency | Hungary, Croatia: Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Budapest Office | Israel: The Deborah Harris Agency | Italy, Portugal: The Ella Sher Agency | Poland: Graal Agency | Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia: Livia Stoia Agency | Russia, Belarus, Ukraine: Anastasia Lester Agency | Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia, Albania: Plima Agency | Spain: SalmaiaLit | Turkey: Akcali Agency / Kalem Agency



REPRESENTATION IN SELECTED TERRITORIES See individual catalogs & information sheets



From the English L anguage



Kleinworks Agency (France, The Netherlands, Scandinavia) | Lorella Belli Literary Agency (The Netherlands, Scandinavia) | OR Books (France, The Netherlands, Scandinavia) | Osho International (The Netherlands, Scandinavia) | The Rights Factory (France & The Netherlands, adult titles only)



From France & Quebec



Editions Au Diable Vauvert (The Netherlands, Scandinavia, World English) | L’Autre Agence (The Netherlands, Scandinavia, North America) | Editions du Boréal (The Netherlands, Scandinavia, USA) | Editions XO (selected titles in selected territories)



From Germany



Thiele Verlag (World English)



From Greece



Ersilia Literary Agency (The Netherlands)



From Brazil



Villas-Boas & Moss Literary Consultancy (World English, The Netherlands & Scandinavia)



From Spain



The Ella Sher Literary Agency (The Netherlands & North America)
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The Power of the Voice By Jean Abitbol Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 300 pp. | April 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Essay | Popular Science A world-renowned physician reveals the secrets of the greatest “voice artists” and helps us to better use our own. Pop stars, blues singers, opera singers, political leaders, lawyers, actors, impersonators, ventriloquists: Jean Abitbol is the doctor of the greatest French and American voice professionals. Do they all have a special gift? How do they work and play with their voice to seduce us? How can each of us get inspiration from their techniques to become more efficient, more attractive? Based on many meetings and anecdotes, this book is a scientific and personal journey into the discovery of this instrument that each of us has, but of which many have never truly measured its power: our voice.



About the Author Jean Abitbol is a “speech pathologist”, that is to say, a doctor of the voice. Close to the “Voice foundation” since its inception, he has spent his entire career between France and the United States, treating among others Celine Dion and François Mitterrand. He is the author of one previous book, which was translated as The Odyssey of the Voice and published in the United States by Plural Publishing.
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Three Friends in Search of Wisdom a monk, a philosopher and a psychiatrist speak to us about what’s most important



By Christophe André, Alexandre Jollien, Matthieu Ricard Publisher: Allary Editions/L’Iconoclaste Original Language: French | 530 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl. France, Germany, Italy, Korea, Greece, and Spain Rights Sold: Brazil (Alaùde/Tordesilhas), Korea (Ulysses, at auction), Spain (Urano, at auction), Vietnam (Thai Ha), Finland (Basam Books), Poland (Czarna Owca, at auction), Taiwan (Athena Press/Eurasian Publishing Group, at auction), Turkey (Kuraldisi)



Essay | Psychology | Spirituality About the Authors Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk and a photographer. A molecular geneticist, he has served as an interpreter for the Dalai Lama. He first became well-known thanks to the book he wrote with his father, Jean-François Revel (The Monk and the Philosopher, 1997). The author of In Defense of Happiness and The Art of Meditation, he devotes much of his time to humanitarian projects with the organization Karuna Shechen. Born in 1975, Alexandre Jollien spent seventeen years in a home for the physically disabled. A philosopher and a writer, his work has been attracting an ever-growing readership from In Praise of Weakness (1999, Académie Française Prize), The Task of Being a Man (2002), Building the Self (2006), A Short Treatise on Abandonment (2012). Christophe André is a psychiatrist, one of the main French specialists in the psychology of emotions and feelings. He is the author of many successful books, including Imperfect, Free and Happy (2006, Psychologies Magazine Prize), The Soul’s States (2009), And Don’t Forget to Be Happy (2014). His book Meditating, Day after Day (2011) has become the N° 1 introduction to meditation.



English sample available; over 250,000 copies sold These three [authors] have delivered a ‘treaty’ of wisdom that brings real answers to the questions everyone is asking: how to overcome the trials of life, regain self-esteem, to stop feeling guilty, to gain more freedom… [This book is] nothing less than a manual to live better. —Le Point



AN EXCEPTIONAL THREESOME A philosopher, a monk, a psychiatrist: three old friends who are all well-known for their wisdom and for the values they defend in their books and in the media. Each in his own field has written best-sellers that have reached a wide audience. THE STORY BEHIND THIS BOOK They have been dreaming about writing a book together for years. Not a debate, not “just another book,” but a truly important project based on the diversity of their experiences, one that would explore the question of what creates joy and hardship in life; a book that would be profound, intense, and above all, useful to the largest possible number of people. They spent ten days in the heart of the Perigord region debating the issues that are essential to them. A BOOK TO HELP US LIVE BETTER Neither holding themselves up as icons, nor intending to preach, they share what they yearn for most, as well as their relationship to ego, feelings and emotions, their angst, and their efforts to live in accordance with their truest selves. They draw the most essential lessons from their life paths, their reading and their years of personal and professional research in order to accompany each of us on our road through life. Through them, each of us can learn about the task of living.



Selling Points: • • • 



Three of today’s most popular authors in a single volume. A very personal book in which they reveal how they live day to day. An uncommon compilation of life lessons and advice.
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Coffee with Voltaire. Conversations with the



Greatest Minds of His Time



By Louis Bériot



Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 317 pp. | May 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Essay | Biography



Voltaire is more up-to-date than ever. His life was as exciting as his ideas were visionary. Instead of a traditional biography, Louis Bériot presents Voltaire’s fascinating, idea- and action-filled life through a few decisive encounters staged with stunning realism. Neither a history book, nor a philosophical essay nor a novel, this is an imaginary stroll through the Enlightenment accompanied by a guide named Voltaire. Through picturesque, facetious and profound rendezvous, the talented, extravagant poet, playwright, philosopher and polemicist will introduce us to key 18th-century figures: Newton, Montesquieu, Madame de Pompadour, Frederick the Great, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Buffon and Diderot. Their often real, sometimes imagined encounters are based extensively on their own words, drawn from their books and letters. The subjects they discuss include power, religion, superstition, fanaticism and intolerance. We revisit the eternal questions about life, death, love and morality.



About the Author



A journalist, Louis Bériot, former director of programming for Antenne 2 then France 2, has written over 20 books (non-fiction and novels) and a dozen screenplays. His most recent published work: Louis: the Eagle with the Eyes of a Dove published at Robert Laffont (2014).



The Man Who Brought the General Down. The face to face De Gaulle - Cohn Bendit in 1968



By Christine Clerc Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 240 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction In the footsteps of Brisville’s Souper, the two characters size each other up, fight and get closer... —Libération



About the Author



Christine Clerc is a journalist and a writer. She has written numerous biographies, essays and novels, including, most notably, Les de Gaulle, une famille française (The de Gaulles, a French Family) and Journal intime de Jacques Chirac (Jacques Chirac’s Diary).



May 28, 1968: Dany, a radical student leader who had been expelled from France, slips back over the border from Germany. When he stops in Paris, his comrades tell him his lawyer has been desperately trying to reach him. “The President of France wants to see you.” What follows is an imaginary interaction between two icons; General de Gaulle and Daniel Cohn-Bendit. One is 77 – a military man and an intellectual, with deep roots in French history, devoted to the over-arching interests of the Nation. The other is 23, an anti-communist and anti-capitalist anarchist. But each of them is curious about the other, and leaps at the chance to tell the other what they think. The two men have a fascinating discussion about political power, patriotism, the ironbound hierarchy of industrial societies, peoples’ capacity for self-governance... and sexual liberation.
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How to Bore People with Your Travel Stories By Matthias Debureaux Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 100 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl French



Essay | Humor Over 8,000 copies sold You could die laughing. I read it in one fell swoop in Belgium, where I was giving 80 conferences about my travels. —Sylvain Tesson



Historically, the art of traveling blends with the art of talking about our travels. In other words, it blends with the art of annoying our relatives by showing off our happiness, or pretending to be adventurers. Yesterday we organized special slide show evenings. Today, thanks to social media, it is possible to inundate our contacts with a steady stream of comments, photos, and videos. Our ability to knock people out with our travel stories has become limitless, so we no longer give our audience any breathing space. Drawing from an ancestral know-how, Matthias Debureaux initiates us to this subtle art in this bitingly ironic manual that mocks all our failings as tourists. A short text that has a refined style and sharp wit.



About the Author Matthias Debureaux is the editorin-chief of “Citizen K” magazine. His most recent book is Les dictateurs font très bien l’amour (Dictators Make Great Lovers, NiL, 2011).



Alexandre Grothendieck. In the Footsteps of the



Last Mathematical Genius



By Philippe Douroux Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 272 pp. | February 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Essay | Biography



Philippe Douroux narrates brilliantly a broken trajectory. —Le Canard enchaîné



About the Author



Philippe Douroux is a journalist for the French national daily paper Libération. With a long-term fascination for Grothendieck’s work and his life story, he spent several weeks in the village of Lasserre, observing the mathematician.



Alexandre Grothendieck, who died on November 13, 2014, was seen by his peers as the last true mathematical genius. He invented modern geometry, allowing for the development of cell phones and the Internet. And he left thousands of pages of notes that may contain keys to human existence. Born into a Central European family that was devastated by the war, Grothendieck developed a tremendous suspicion of his fellow man at a young age. Over the course of his career, he declined many honors (e.g. the Crafoord Prize), and even wound up quitting the Collège de France in order to retreat from the world, terrified at what mankind might do with his discoveries. For over 25 years, he lived a solitary existence in a small village in the foothills of the Pyrenees, refusing all contact with his ex-fellow mathematicians, ex-wives and lovers, former students and even his own children. Nevertheless, Philippe Douroux was able to tell this misanthropic genius’s life story.
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Such a Beautiful History. Key Dates



France as an Open and Humanist Society (Une si belle Histoire. Les grandes dates de la france ouverte et humaniste) of



By Raphaël Glucksmann



Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 300 pp. | May 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Essay



Just like many European countries that are facing the rise of rightwing extremist currents, and like the United States experiencing the Trump phenomenon, powerful reactionary and nationalist currents are rising in France. Their impact is not just electoral: it is intellectual. The idea that France must turn in on itself to find itself again has been spreading dangerously. Yet France’s history proves the opposite. France is a country unlike any other. It is the country of human rights. It has built its greatness and its identity by thinking of itself as universal. Raphaël Glucksmann’s book revisits large “universal” and “humanist” moments in the history of France and remembers how this country has become, in the eyes of the world, “the country of human rights.”



About the Author Raphaël Glucksmann (36) is an essayist. His book Generation Hangover. A manual to fight against reactionaries was a success with both critics and readers and has made him emerge as the most influential intellectual of his generation.



With a View Below the Sea By Slimane Kader



Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 262 pp. | March 2014 Territory: World Excl French | Rights sold: Korea (Nike Books), Germany (Droemer Knaur), Taiwan (China Times Publishing Company)



Narrative Non-Fiction



Complete German translation available Prix du roman d’entreprise et du travail 2016. Prix de L’Académie de Marine Film adaptation by M6 Film International, shooting in 2017. This title is not to be missed. It contains so many qualities: It’s hilarious, it’s terrific. It’s a sociological inquiry as well as a bildungsroman, a fable as well as a Gulag memoir. —Elle



About the Author After having lived in Seine Saint Denis, near Paris, Slimane Kader worked on cruise ships in the Caribbean Sea for three years. He had no contact with the rest of the world except once every two or three months, when he could land during extended stops, experience he relates in With a View Below the Sea.



One morning, Slimane Kader decides to get a job on a cruise ship in the Caribbean Sea. He ends up being a handyman in a floating city, which carries 8,000 passengers. 6,000 of them have a view on the sea: the tourists. The other 2,000 live below the sea level: they are modern slaves, whose task it is to meet with the desires of the upper floors. Slimane, a young French man of Kabylian descent, finds himself at the bottom of the ladder: he is the “joker,” assigned to perform the most menial tasks as needed. He does everything, and tells it all. He shows the other, dark side of mass tourism. With a View Below the Sea is much more than an exceptional testimony: it is a book that has surged from a blind spot in our contemporary society, from which usually no literature arises. 12
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What Binds Us. How Much the Internet Will Change Our Lives By Alexandre Lacroix Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 294 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Essay | Philosophy Disturbing but fascinating… Alexandre Lacroix is confronted with ambitious topics: the radical transformation of the world through the internet, transhumanism, conspiracy theories … and manages to make them accessible with prosaicness and humor, making his n  arration very l ively. –Les Inrockuptibles An exciting investigation into the digital revolution and the prospects for the modern Web. –Livres Hebdo Ambitious subject in an essay that mixes philosophy and field investigation. –Le Soir



In a single generation, the digital has revolutionized our lives: our personal, friendly, professional and economic relationships. More profoundly, it changed our vision towards knowledge, history, the human body, death. It’s difficult to measure the – enormous – consequences of this revolution that is unfolding in front of us. To enlighten us, Alexandre Lacroix, writer and editor-in-chief of Philosophie Magazine, chose to monitor three men, whose approach raises major issues for our time. His essay proceeds as an investigation.



About the Author



Alexandre Lacroix, a philosopher and a novelist born in 1975, is the editorin-chief of France’s Philosophie magazine and an advisor to the German version, Philosophie Magazin. He has written dozens of books of both fiction and non-fiction. His work has been translated in several languages.



The human body connected to a machine In Silicon Valley, financed researchers, programmers and doctors – among others – says billionaire philosopher Peter Thiel, are working on a new exciting and immeasurable project: connect the human body to a machine, and thus, expand the frontiers between life and death. Technophilic utopia or connection of salvation? The relationship between the state and the citizen changes From his refuge in England, Julian Assange demonstrates that it is no longer possible to think about the state, the surveillance or citizens’ freedom like yesterday. Broadcasts of confidential documents by sites like Wikileaks and revelations of whistleblowers have invalidated our benchmarks. How will the political action now be led? Can the history be rewritten? In Paraguay, a certain Philippe, who defines himself as a “truther”, a term that somewhat translates as a “conspiracy theorist” reveals the existence of weapons and secret societies. With Philippe we ask ourselves how to disentangle, in the current history, facts from fiction, reality from fantasy. In this world tour, we come out shaken: the Web is a revolution whose effects start to affect the foundations of our humanity.
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The World According to Sisco By Pascal Louvrier



Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 204 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction



Selected for the Prix littéraire Rive Gauche à Paris A rainy novel on the decline of creation. –Astrid Manfredi



It all starts with a victory: famous architect Marc Sisco’s design has been selected for Venice’s new Opera House. It is the crowning achievement of an already brilliant career. But upon his return from Venice, a sense of unease takes hold of him. He is in no hurry to meet with his staff, has no desire to announce his great victory to his wife, and can’t think of a single thing to say to his rebellious daughter. In fact, he doesn’t want to do anything at all. Not even to have a nostalgic fling with a woman he once loved, who the Venice Opera has brought back into his life. There’s nothing that he wants. Except maybe to overturn his entire existence. What can you do next once your dreams have come true? As a connoisseur of the “high and mighty,” Pascal Louvrier is amazingly credible as he slips into the skin of a celebrity architect, helping us feel the despair of those who have everything.



About the Author



Pascal Louvrier teaches French and has authored a number of biographies (Georges Bataille, Paul Morand, Philippe Sollers, Françoise Sagan, Fanny Ardant). He is also a ghostwriter, which brings him to meet many powerful men and women. The World According to Sisco is his second novel. His debut novel I Will Not Leave You is being adapted for the big screen.



Final Words. What Influential People Said Just Before They Died By Philippe Nassif Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 150 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl French | Rights sold: Brazil (Autêntica), Korea (KPI Publishing, at auction), China (Wuhan University Press).



Essay



Pleasant and profound. –Livres Hebdo



About the Author



Philippe Nassif is a journalist and an editorial advisor to Philosophie magazine. His previous books include La Lutte initiale : quitter l’empire du nihilism (The Initial Struggle: Leaving the Empire of Nihilism, Denoël, 2011); Pop philosophie (Pop Philosophy, with Medhi Belhaj Kacem, 2008) and Bienvenue dans un monde inutile (Welcome to a Useless World, Denoël, 2002).



80 examples of historical figures’ last words. Some are profound, some frivolous, some funny... But they are all touching, because they are the last thing these influential people said. Each of the 80 quotes that make up this book is followed by a short explanation that sets it in context, giving it greater resonance. An instructing and moving book: unconventional, yet easy to read. If heaven had granted me five more years, I would have become a great artist. —Hokusai I’m bored with it all! —Winston Churchill The tragedy is that there are no human beings anymore, but strange machines that bump against each other. —Pier Paolo Pasolini I am off to fetch the big maybe. —François Rabelais I die a martyr, voluntarily. My soul will rise with the smoke in paradise. — Giordano Bruno Why are you weeping, did you believe I was immortal? —Louis XIV
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Showing Up (Je vais m’y mettre) By Florent Oiseau Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | Approx. 43,000 words | August 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction A debut novel that is as witty as it is moving, a mixture between John Fante’s Ask the Dust and The Big Lebowski by the Coen brothers. 42-year-old Fred is a professional slacker. He squats at an aging uncle’s apartment in a popular area of Paris and, with his unemployment benefits, downs one beer after another at the bar downstairs. Then, one day, his allowances are stopped, which leads him to declare: “I’m going to do it.” This is where trouble starts... Always looking for ways where there is minimal effort, he finds himself being a pimp for two female prostitute friends. Frightened by this newly developed career as a thug, he flees to Spain. He lets life lead its course, and on the way is manipulated by a thug and experiences a lousy love story... Obviously, taking destiny in his owns hands is not his thing. Real life, for him at least, will always consist of drinking beer at the counter, while marveling at the beauty of the world and of women.



About the Author Florent Oiseau is 26 years old. He was successively a house painter, gas station attendant, unemployed, a dishwasher in an Andalusian restaurant, bartender, night receptionist in the Savoie department, employee of a bread factory in Berri, unemployed again, a crêpe seller and worker on the night train from Paris to Venice. He is now a supervisor at a high school in the Paris suburbs.



Help! I’ve Been Eaten by Words By Bernard Pivot Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 110 pp. | April 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction



About the Author



Bernard Pivot developed the legendary French literary TV show Apostrophes, which he hosted for 15 years. He also created and hosted the famous Dictation TV show in France, which went on to be adapted around the world—as far as China. Today he’s a literary critic for the Journal du Dimanche and President of the Académie Goncourt.



This book is a crazy declaration of love to words, written by the President of the Académie Goncourt, home to the most prestigious literary prize in France, the Prix Goncourt. In this short text, Bernard Pivot tells the story of a man who, from his birth to his death, constantly feels ‘eaten’ by words. His successful career as a novelist doesn’t change anything: he always seems to be the slave of words, rather than their master. The result is a moving and malicious tribute to words and literature that is accessible to a broad readership.
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The Arab of the Future (series) By Riad Sattouf



Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 160 pp. | 2014-2018 Territory: World Excl French Rights Sold: (mostly at auction or in pre-empts): Brazil (Intrinseca), Catalan (Salamandra), Croatia (Fibra), Denmark (Cobolt), Finland (WSOY), Germany (Knaus/Randomhouse), Italy (Rizzoli-Lizard), Korea (Humanist), The Netherlands (De Geus), Norway (Minuskel), Poland (Kultura), Portugal (Teorema/LeYa), Slovenia (Literatura), Spain (Salamandra), Sweden (Cobolt), UK (Two Roads/Hodder), USA (Metropolitan Books/Henry Holt).



Graphic Memoir - 5 volumes Volumes 1 & 2: combined sales of over 650,000 copies Volume 1: sold over 400,000 copies; full English translation available; LA Times Book Prize Finalist; winner of the Fauve d’Or prize at Angoulême Volume 3: forthcoming October 2016 The series have been critically acclaimed by the press and their readers around the world. On Volume 1: Subtly written and deftly illustrated, with psychological incisiveness and humor. —Kirkus *Starred Review* [In] this stunning memoir, reminiscent of a male Persepolis... Sattouf gives a powerfully detailed child’s-eye view of the cultural conflict of our times. —Publishers Weekly On Volume 2: This is THE literary event of the season. —RTL Riad Sattouf’s autobiography is already a classic. —Le Point



In the same vein as Maus by Art Spiegelman and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, The Arab of the Future is a political graphic memoir. Raised by a paranoid Syrian father who dreamed of being a dicta16 tor, and a French mother, it is with devastating humor and great sensitivity that Riad Sattouf talks about his childhood and the story of his family in the Libya of Mouammar Kadhafi and the Syria of Hafez el Assad. In volume 1 (1978-1984) we see Riad grow up in Tripoli, Libya, where his father has been appointed as a teacher. Coming from a poor background, passionately interested in politics, and obsessed with pan-Arabism, Abdel-Razak Sattouf raises his son in the cult of the great Arab dictators, symbols of modernity and viril power. In 1984, the family moves to Syria and joins the Sattouf family cradle, a small village near Homs. While his cousins give him a hard time (it doesn’t help that he is blond), the young Riad discovers the harshness of traditional farmer life. His father has only one idea in mind: his son Riad will go to school in Syria to become an educated and modern Arab, an Arab of the future. Volume 2 covers Riad’s first year of school in Syria (1984-1985), where he learns to read Arabic, gets to know his father’s side of the family, and does his best to make his father proud by becoming a real little Syrian boy... despite his blond hair and his two weeks’ vacation in France with his mother.



About the Author Riad Sattouf is the author of a number of graphic novels: the international best seller The Arab of the future 1 and 2, translated in 17 countries, and other bestsellers such as Les Cahiers d’Esther (Esther’s Notebooks), Retour au collège (Back to Middle School), Pascal Brutal, and La Vie secrète des jeunes (The Secret Life of Teens). He is one of the very few graphic-novel authors to have won twice the top prize at Angoulême (Pascal Brutal 3 in 2010, and L’Arabe du futur, in 2015). He is also a filmmaker: Les beaux gosses, (The French Kissers, 2010, César for Best Directorial Debut, and Jacky au royaume des filles, 2014).
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Esther’s Notebooks Vol. 1 By Riad Sattouf Publisher: Allary Editions Original Language: French | 56 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French Rights sold: Italy (pre-publication rights only: Linus Magazine), Greece (Potamos), Germany (Reprodukt); under option in several territories.



Comics Over 75,000 copies sold English sample available Young people talking without hesitation, making us laugh and worry: that’s why we need to read and reread Esther’s Notebooks. This is the future of France. –L’Obs



About the Author



Riad Sattouf is the author of a number of graphic novels: the international best seller The Arab of the future 1 and 2, translated in 17 countries, and other bestsellers such as Retour au collège (Back to Middle School), Pascal Brutal, and La Vie secrète des jeunes (The Secret Life of Teens). He is one of the very few graphic-novel authors to have won twice the top prize at Angoulême (Pascal Brutal 3 in 2010, and L’Arabe du futur, in 2015). He is also a filmmaker: Les beaux gosses, (The French Kissers, 2010, César for Best Directorial Debut, and Jacky au royaume des filles, 2014).



Something between Le Petit Nicolas of Sempé and Goscinny and Agrippine of Claire Bretécher, an amazing work, tender, earthy and powerful. –Télérama Behind the appealing image of a nice and unglazed little girl, hides the awfully cruel portrait of our times by a brilliant observer. –Les Inrocks



After his comic strip La Vie secrète des jeunes (The Secret Life of Youth, which ran in the French satirical paper Charlie Hebdo for 10 years), a new chronicle of our times by Riad Sattouf that is being pre-published in serial format in the French weekly Le Nouvel Observateur is now available with Allary Editions in album format! Allary Editions will publish one volume per year, eight volumes in total. Each album covers one year in the life of Esther, covering her 10th through her 18th year.



Based on true stories told by Esther A.*, Esther’s Notebooks draw us into the daily life of a 10-year-old girl talking about school, friends, family and pop stars. Who are Tal, Kendji Girac and the Hotheads? What are the criteria of beauty that make young boys and girls popular? What can you do when your friends have more money than you do? What does the “brutalbridge” game consist of? How did Esther’s class feel about the attacks in Paris in January 2015? What can you do if you’re worried about having big breasts? These 52 pages are like so many short plays, with a different theme for each one. Esther tells us about her daily life and times. What she doesn’t tell her parents, she pours into this diary, which ranges from funny to moving, and tender to cruel: a striking portrait of today’s youth and a mirror of our society. *Real people’s names have been changed!
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Graffiti Girl By Fanny André Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 232 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French



New Adult | Romance Lena is twenty-three years old. Her only passion is graffiti art, and she has already created wall graffiti murals recognized under the pseudonym FéeBriLe. But between alcoholic nights and one-night stands, Lena cannot stand the life she leads. Out of the blue, when she ends her studies in Fine Arts, she goes in search of Caden, with whom she lived a passionate relationship and she was unable to forget. He left to London four years earlier, never explained the reasons for his sudden departure and didn’t get in touch ever since. In London, Lena is welcomed by Anna, a longtime friend, and Caden’s twin sister, Ellen. When she finally meets Caden, he has nothing in common with the boy of her memories. The rebel who fascinated her has turned into a cold and distant businessman, engaged to a young woman with perfect manners, and seems to live in a different reality. But Lena does not admit defeat and is trying everything to win him back…



About the Author



Born in 1984, Fanny André currently lives in the Alps, where she grew up. Thanks to her father, she publishes a few copies of her first book. She followed a literary course and studies in Fine Arts, that gave her the need to write and draw at the same time. After years of writing between work and studies, she finally decided to focus on her true passion in 2010.



The Art and the Way By Danielle Guisiano Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 109 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl French



New Adult | Romance



About the Author Born in Marseilles, Danielle settles down near Aix-en-Provence. At a very young age, she proves to be the “creative” of the family by tracing her future novels in her school notebooks. After graduating in business and a busy professional life, she takes a break to finish her first novel. Her writing, refined, sensual and captivating quickly seduces her audience. The thread of her stories:



Between his professional career as a nurse and his girlfriend Séverine, Julien had planned his future. Until the day Séverine leaves him, saying that he doesn’t know how to make love. Upset and unsettled at the beginning, Julien pulls himself together and signs up at Bleuet, a coaching institute specializing in the art and the way to develop your sensuality. Lying alone in a cabin isolated from the outside world, guided by an anonymous voice, he will learn to let go, gradually trusting his emotions and sensations. But once out of the cocoon of Bleuet, Julien has the same difficulties again. At the hospital, he is unable to keep the emotional distance between the mother of a young patient of his, Amandine. Whatever he does, he cannot erase them from his life. Wherever he goes, the mysterious young woman is on his way. Curious coincidence or pure chance?
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Bet among Friends / Bet among Lovers / Bet among Loved Ones (Trilogy) By Pauline Libersart



Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 239/225/275 pp. | 2015/2016 Territory: World Excl French



New Adult | Romance Vol. 1: After breaking her engagement, Ashley finds comfort at her parents’ house. That’s how she reconnects with the one who used to be her bestfriend, Joshua Forester. A secret and passionate affair begins: friends during the day, and lovers at night. Does this carnal relationship will ruin their reborn friendship? Vol. 2: While their relationship is official since shortly, Joshua and Ashley decide to move in together in New York. But between compromises and concessions, juggling love lives and careers is much more difficult than they could imagine. Everything seems to conspire to keep them apart. Will it be possible to maintain the desire and preserve the complicity that united the two friends becoming lovers? Vol. 3: Between incomprehension and misunderstandings, Ashley and Joshua’s relationship did not survive. The new terrible hardships that life reserves for them will decide if they won this bet between loved ones.



About the Author Precocious child, passionate about history and eternal compulsive reader, Pauline has always lived between two worlds: the real world where she exercises a ruthlessly pragmatic job, and that of her imagination where cowboys coexist with Dukes and sexy military men.



High-Risk Contract By Patricia Montdore Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 174 pp. | October 2015 Territory: World Excl French



New Adult | Romance



About the Author Since childhood, Patricia rewrites the maps of the world, the borders are expanding to encompass imaginary lands and equally imaginary characters. Possessing the gift of ubiquity, she lives in several places at once and hides under the skin of a harmless graphomaniac who sometimes chooses to ignore her presence.



Axel, thirty-five years old, saw the love of his life leaving him to marry a wealthy businessman. Since then, his motto is clear: never fall in love again. No promises, no disappointments. During a business trip to Shanghai, he meets Tara. Debtor of a large sum of money, the young French woman is trapped in a brothel. Her life is no longer hers, and love is for her a luxurious feeling that is out of reach. Because she is different from other women he knows, and because he has the means, Axel pays back her debt and brings her to France. He then offers her a very special job: to play the role of the perfect wife, manage his house and his vineyard, organize receptions, tolerate his business schedules and his sexual vices… for a comfortable salary and on one condition: there will never be feelings between them.
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Paranoia By Melissa Bellevigne Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 320 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Psychological Young Adult Fiction One woman is the only person who sees him. The other is the only one who believes her.



About the Author



Melissa Bellevigne describes herself as a Beauty-addict who is also “hooked on words”. Driven by a vivid imagination, she began to write at a very young age, convinced that one day writing will be her profession. She wrote the incipit of Paranoia in 2009 when she was only 19 years old. At the birth of her first child, she has chosen to devote herself fully to her role as a mother and decided to start a blog, “Golden Wendy” to stay connected with writing and share her beauty experiences and advice, as well as her day-to-day maternal life. In April 2015, her second boy was born and a few months later, the desire to find her characters resurfaces and she plunges into writing her novels with passion. Today, Melissa juggles between her jobs as a mother, blogger and a novelist, for her greatest pleasure.



Lisa Hermest is a well-known psychiatrist who specializes in complicated cases. She has been called to St Vincent’s Clinic, on the outskirts of Paris. She is going to meet her next patient, Judy Desforêt, who has been committed there for paranoia and hallucinations. She is five months pregnant, and has been refusing to eat. From the very first encounter, the composed young woman facing Lisa displays exceptional lucidity and discernment. And the more Lisa gets to know Judy, the more their conversations will rock the foundations of Lisa’s personal and professional convictions. Indeed, conversation after conversation, Judy weaves a curious tale, both about her search for her roots, in England, and about Alwyn, an invisible young man who has been stuck to her like a shadow for as long as she can remember. Lisa, the expert in lost souls, starts to lose grip, as Judy’s unsettling story gradually undermines everything she knows. As the month’s go by and Judy’s due date comes nearer, truth seems to be slipping ever further from Lisa’s grasp.



Selling Points: • An impressive debut novel with truly powerful writing. • A perfect match for Hachette Romans’ Black Moon imprint: the tale includes psychological drama, a love story and fantastique horror. • A major marketing campaign • A huge fan base that has already been won over to her writing.
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Agatha By Françoise Dargent Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | Approx. 352 pp. | August 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Young Adult | Fictional Biography Agatha Miller is 14 years old. She’s rather cheerful, has lots of character, and enjoys life to the fullest. But Agatha also has a dark side. It is so hard to be curious, ambitious and creative as a girl in England at the beginning of the 20th century, where women are still limited to the roles of homemaker and mother. Agatha remembers her father, who died too soon, and who believed in her. He used to say: ‘What imagination, my Agatha! You should write down your stories…’ Agatha decides to believe in her dreams. To become a singer. To go study in Paris. Whatever the costs to their humble household. There are also the first flutters of love, the first frights that face her changing body, and the first literary and artistic rushes, which lead her to put on paper, tirelessly, the small details in her life. Françoise Dargent sketches with subtlety the outline of the girl who will become Agatha Christie, the queen of crime.



About the Author



Françoise Dargent was born in the suburbs of Paris, but grew up in Northern France. She has worked as a journalist, and as a book critic for Figaro littéraire. In 2013, she made her first contribution to the children’s genre, co-signing the novel Mon ami Jappeloup (My Friend Jappeloup), with Pierre Durand.



Jessie from the Darkness (Jessie des ténèbres) By Yann Rambaud Publisher: Hachette Romans Original Language: French | 304 pp. | August 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Young Adult Fiction



About the Author Yann Rambaud is an educator who spent many years caring for children in difficult circumstances. A few years ago, he decided to start looking after adults with mental disabilities instead. He also was a singer- songwriter for the French pop-rock group Staël for 12 years.



Jessie is 14. She is having nightmares. Each night, she goes back to a house plunged into darkness. Every room conceals dreadful secrets, the key to her inner self, and every door, every riddle, every trial sheds some light on the mystery of her origins. During the day, she lives other kinds of nightmares. Fully awake, she suffers from the cruel jokes and mockery of her classmates. And ever since she found out that her father and mother are not her natural parents, she cannot help but wonder… Who was that woman who gave birth to her? Why didn’t she want to keep and care for her little Jessie? Fortunately, puncturing Jessie’s darkness, there are also a few dazzling lights. There is Alice, a spontaneous and cheerful teenager who drags her every Wednesday through the most ridiculous ‘loonyness’, to the heart of an enchanted forest where moles give you your sight back and frogs know how to count. And then there is Gaspard, a boy who fascinates her and stirs up her very first feelings of love…
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The Madman of the Mountain By Christophe Bigot



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 384 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Historical Fiction



Thank you for rescuing this atypical, thermidorian Lecointre from obscurity. All is fair in this nuanced biography. –Jean Tulard A jubilatory and precise style: a success! –Galignani Bookshop, Paris



Has Citizen Lecointre lost his head? At age 47, this family man and prosperous tradesman – a fabric supplier to the Court, has everything a man could ask for. But as his daughter’s wedding draws near, the French Revolution breaks out. And in the blink of an eye, our man decides to enter the volcano. Patriotic to the point of madness, a puppet of Mirabeau and Marat, persecutor of Berthier and Beaumarchais, Lecointre has become obsessed with just one thing: public affairs. Le Bouffon de la Montagne retraces the exceptional itinerary of this enigmatic, colorful and appealing character. From the excitable benches of the Convention to the misty shores of the Cotentin, where he is sent on a mission; from the prison of Mont Saint Michel to exile in the countryside, Lecointre’s farcically epic tale includes a dazzling array of authentic adventures. This swashbuckler includes reflections on the comical side of one of the most tragic periods in French history.



About the Author



Christophe Bigot has published two novels previously: L’Archange et le procureur (which won five prizes, including the 2008 Prix Mottart de l’Académie française and the Prix Océanes du roman d’histoire et d’aventures,) and L’Hystéricon (2010). His third novel, Les Premiers de leur siècle, was published by Editions de La Martinière (2015).



The Foolproof Method for Successful Studies By Antoinette Champclos



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 280 pp. | May 2016 Territory: World Excl French | Rights sold: Korea (The Reader Press), China



Self-Help Includes interviews with world-class athletes, who share their techniques for coping with “fear of failure”



About the Author Antoinette Champclos was born in Soviet Belorussia. She started school in France at the age of 25 – without speaking a word of French. So she applied the syncretic learning method she had acquired during her Communist upbringing. Ten years later, she had won several advanced degrees from French and American universities. She speaks four languages and was granted French citizenship in recognition of her distinguished university career.



Students are expected to learn, to work and to succeed. But they are rarely given a method to achieve that. Here is Antoinette Champclos’s revolutionary method. Although she didn’t even speak French when she started school in France, she now teaches and writes in French. This book presents her unique way of integrating different cultures and ways of thinking and working (Soviet, German, French, and Anglo-Saxon). Her book deals with choosing your major, situational behavior, motivation techniques, scheduling, note-taking, reviewing notes and test-taking, relational tactics, mobilizing conscious and subconscious strengths, mastering your emotions, coping with failure and lateral strategies…
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Is This How Men Fly? Memoirs of an Airborne Robin Hood By Maurice Freund Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 220 pp. | April 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Memoir



Preface by best-selling author and environmentalist Pierre Rabhi



On Pierre Rabhi’s farm, the poet-farmer is chatting with his lifelong friend, Maurice Freund. They’re talking about re-opening gateways to Mali, Niger, Mauritania, Libya, the Kabyle and more… But people are afraid to go to Africa now, they know that. Terrorism has infiltrated travelers’ minds; and Maurice Freund’s planes, which used to provide access to the most isolated zones in the Sahara and West Africa, went from full to empty. Maurice Freund is a charismatic character, someone who has been fighting for a different kind of tourism for 40 years, one that pairs travel and solidarity with new frontiers. His non-profit organizations, first Point Mulhouse then Point-Afrique, changed the map of travel, embarked hundreds of thousands of passengers and generated record-breaking sums that were all reinjected into developing new destinations. Reading his life story lets us understand the itinerary of this airborne Robin Hood.



About the Author



Maurice Freund invented charter flights in France. In the late 60’s, he founded Point Mulhouse, a cooperative for penniless tourists and immigrant workers. After managing Air Mali for a while, he decided to found Point-Afrique. By reinvesting all the profits in sustainable local development, he proved that, like fair trade, fair tourism is possible.



My Barbaric Years



By Anne Lorient, Minou Azoulai



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 224 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Memoir



Close to 10,000 copies sold; TV rights sold The book that will change our point of view towards the homeless people. –Tout pour les femmes



About the Author Anne Lorient is 45. She finally has a roof to put over her children’s heads. Minou Azoulai is a journalist, a filmmaker and a producer of documentaries and reportages (particularly for the TV show Envoyé Spécial ).



A tale that wavers between anger and a desire for reparation, between violence and hope. In the vein of shocking abuse-and-survival memoirs like Toni Maguire’s Don’t Tell Mummy, Marion, 13 ans pour toujours (Marion, Forever 13, about cyber-bullying) and Brûlée vive (Burned Alive). Life took a lot away from me before it gave me anything: incest, countless rapes, 15 years of homelessness… After a living hell, I want to find peace. “For years, I never dared to see a doctor because I didn’t want to have to show my body, which is covered in scars. For years, I never dared to see a dentist, because opening my mouth and feeling hands near my neck would cause panic attacks. Like when my brother wanted to force me to keep still; like when street rapists muffled my screams. Now I am raising my children; motherhood has partially repaired me; I am devoting myself to reinventing a peaceful life, filled with love.For many homeless people, it isn’t a lack of money that put them in the street. It’s because they have been hurt, and they don’t know what normal life is. I’m writing for them too.” –Anne Lorient
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The Predators’ Ball By Dominique Maisons Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 548 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl French Rights sold: Bulgaria (Millenium Publishers)



Thriller



Over 5,000 copies sold Finalist for the Best French Crime Novel of 2016 at the Cognac Festival A colorful cast of characters (…) a tasty cocktail of action scenes, heartfelt dialogues (…) fast paced novel, exalting, written in a well-felt and jubilant way (…) a brilliant opening scene and final chapters equally amazing (…) exceptional characters. –Zone Livre A well written, well constructed novel, palpitant from the beginning to the end. Dominique Maison displayes undeniable narrative talent and predisposition unrolling his narration. (…) Do not miss this ball, there‘s something for everyone! –Garoupe



When a self-styled avenger decides to strike at the highest levels of government and national security, the whole system begins to quake. The Predators’ Ball has begun… In an exclusive suburb of Paris, a prominent but corrupt citizen is hosting a sumptuous fetish party. The men are wearing predators’ masks: hyenas, lions, jackals and more. The women are the prey: gazelles, antelopes or does. But as he is about to give the speech to get the evening started, their host collapses, gushing blood. A terrible poison has made all his organs burst.



About the Author



Dominique Maisons was born in 1971. He has edited a magazine, translated comic books, worked in the music industry for 10 years and co-produced a feature film (a Franco-Chinese thriller, L’œil du silence (The Eye of Silence) as well as the DVDs of Patrick Bouchitey La Vie privée des animaux (The Private Life of Animals) … His first thriller, Le Psychopompe, won the “Grand Prix VSD du polar 2011”and was released in paperback by Pocket with the title Les Violeurs d’âme (The Soul Rapists).



A few days earlier, the victim had received a poison-pen letter signed with a strange name: Judex. What does that black-caped French avenger from the 1910s have to do with this case? Or Mistress Lucy, the SM dominatrix who keeps encountering her missing companion, Roxana? And what about those three Brazilian brothers who sow death in order to reap strange cremation urns? When another big shot succumbs to Judex’s warnings, the whole machinery of government is threatened. Commissioner Rossi knows that he’ll be the sacrificial lamb, the first one to go if things really fall apart. If only to save his own skin, he has to follow Judex’s trail right up through the highest ranks.



Selling Points: • • 



An author who won the VSD detective-novel prize for his first novel Le Psychopompe (Les Violeurs d’âme): 8,500 copies in hard-cover and 11,000 in the Pocket paperback edition (2012). A violent thriller that leads us from the highest spheres of the French government to the S&M community… via the bloody traditions of an Amazonian tribe.
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Resilience



By Yannick Monget



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 672 pp. | February 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Environmental Thriller | Sci-Fi



English, Polish and Japanese samples available Readers will be forced to think hard after reading this adventure. –Corinne Lepage, former French Minister of the Environment



Here is an environmental science-fiction thriller that won’t leave anyone unscathed. 100 days before the meltdown In France and in China, strange incidents have been cropping up around nuclear power plants. A computer virus (based on a real-life one) seems to have taken over a number of the nuclear stations. The French intelligence agency has gone on high alert in an attempt to foil the most dangerous threat they’ve ever faced. 2 years after the meltdown In Antarctica, survivors are getting organized inside high-tech bases sheltering an entire reconstituted eco-system. The surface of the globe has been ravaged by radioactivity, and the black virus that decimated the world’s population could reappear at any time. This extremely credible and well-documented contemporary thriller reads like an American blockbuster.



About the Author Yannick Monget, 36, is the CEO and founder of the Symbiome Group, which develops research-and- development and awareness-raising projects on environmental issues. Yannick Monget’s previous thriller, Gaïa, was published by Bragelonne (2012).



Ben Landen Of Sahara. On the trail of the jihadist



Mokhtar Belmokhtar



By Lemine Ould M. Salem Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 208 pp. | October 2014 Territory: World Excl French



Current Affairs



The author brings a considerable amount of information about the internal dynamics of these organizations, especially illuminating the current Malian situation. –Le Monde diplomatique



About the Author



This Mauritanian-born journalist is specialized in news from his native region, the Sahara, where he spends several months a year. Over the past few years, he has met local Al Qaida chiefs on several occasions. In 2012, he made an extensive visit to northern Mali, while it was under occupation by jihadist organizations, including the group led by Mokhtar Belmokhtar.



An extraordinary investigation into the most famous – but also the least well-known – jihadist leader in the world: Mokhtar Belmokhtar Who is he? And how did this man, who started out years ago as just one anonymous Algerian Islamist fighter amongst many, become one of the most famous jihadist leaders in northern and western Africa? How did he manage to set up his base in the Sahara? And how did he pull off the most spectacular terrorist operations? Using exceptional documents, like police reports, minutes from court hearings and previously unpublished accounts from people who have “spent time” with Mokhtar Belmokhtar, this is the first book to paint a portrait of the man whose dream is to become “the Sahara’s own Ben Laden”.
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Extra



By Dominique Pascaud



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 144 pp. | August 2015 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction



Selected for the Prix Première de la RTBF. A book of subtle simplicity, a novel about the wisdom of accepting the modesty of your own desires, and finding the way to achieve them. –Le Monde



A young woman who works at a stodgy provincial hotel feels like life is passing her by. To cope with a father who doesn’t speak to her and bosses who disgust her, Louise seeks shelter in what she knows how to do: serve breakfast, clear tables, scrub rooms. The only thing that makes her feel the least bit alive are Marc’s caresses and the cigarette smoke that fills her lungs during her breaks. Then one day, a film crew comes to the hotel, and something finally breaks up the monotony of her days. She’ll get caught up in a dream of glory that isn’t her own, turning her life upside down. A first novel that evokes the beauty of simple things and ordinary people. Reminiscent of Annie Ernaux’s novels, the sheer silhouettes in Patrick Modiano’s work, and the grace of Pascal Lainé’s La Dentellière (The Lace-maker), which brings to life a woman who thinks she is destined to stay in the background, rather than to have the starring role.



About the Author



Dominique Pascaud was born in southwest France in 1976. After studying art in Bordeaux, he graduated from the Paris School of BeauxArts in 2001. He has had several short stories published in literary journals. He lives and works in Paris, where he teaches drawing.



Empresses of Fashion By Yseult Williams



Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature Original Language: French | 256 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl French



Fashion | Lifestyle



English sample available Yseult Williams portrays Diana Vreeland, Helen Lazareff or Anna Wintour, with a vivid and sharp pen. ‘Haute Couture’ writing! –Mode & Travaux



About the Author



Yseult Williams, who has AngloIrish roots, has worked for the press since 1996. A reporter for Elle, DS, L’Evénement du Jeudi and VSD, she was the editor-in-chief of MarieClaire. In 2008, she founded and ran the magazine Grazia, and in 2013, the magazine LUI, alongside Frédéric Beigbeder.



They are divas of the press, strange creatures whose faces are hidden by huge sunglasses, and who sit in the front row at fashion shows. In another era, they would have founded salons. But in the 1920s, they began to conquer an uncharted, promising territory where their sense of style, their audacity and their ability to distill the spirit of the times could be printed on glossy paper: fashion magazines. Over time, they turned into real political animals: eccentric, whimsical, exuberant… but also inspired, avant-garde and committed. Today, their power is unparalleled. This book explores a century of fashion and women’s emancipation through portraits of women from varied backgrounds but whose fates are closely tied: from the pioneer, Edna Chase, who took over Vogue in 1914, to the diva assoluta Anna Wintour, to Hélène Lazareff (Elle), Marcelle Auclair (co-founder of Marie-Claire), and many more.
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The Tender Kiss of the Tyrannosaurus By Agnès Abécassis Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 252 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Upmarket Fiction Charming characters and a unique writing style made this reading a real crush. Agnès Abécassis’ style shows itself, again, addicting and brilliant. –All Time Readings



A heartening comedy, to devour immediately!



About the Author Agnès Abécassis worked successively as a journalist, an illustrator, and a TV screenwriter… before devoting herself to her activity as a novelist. She published eleven books, all bestsellers: eight novels (including an illustrated republication), two comic books (texts and drawings) and a book on personal development. Her work is translated in several languages. She lives in Paris.



Rest assured, there is no real T-Rex in this story. However, there is Félix the paleontologist. His grandmother orders him to leave the woman he lives with, in order to face his worst fears, one by one. If he succeeds, he will be entitled to a huge surprise… There is Olive, who is about to get married, and who announces to her family that she and her fiancé don’t want to have children. This leads to indignation and conspiracies among the mothers-in-law. There is Tom, a disillusioned and terribly romantic cop, who’s going to meet a whimsical girl. And there is Ava, seller of luxury shoes, who receives a priceless jewel from one of her millionaire-clients. The gem is so precious that she feels rich enough to immediately leave this job she hated so much. But her jewel disappears… Those irresistible characters will take us in a whirlwind of feelings. The Tender Kiss of the Tyrannosaurus is published as a paperback original with Le Livre de Poche. The author’s 7 previous novels altogether sold over 500,000 in paperback format. Several of them are currently being adapted to the big screen.
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Three Star Murder By Michèle Barrière



Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 288 pp. | June 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Crime Fiction



Previous title L’Assassin de la Nationale 7 sold over 10,000 copies A food critic assists the director of the forensic-science department on an investigation. Does someone have a grudge against Eugénie Brazier, the famous woman chef from Lyon who, in this year of 1933, has just won three stars for her restaurants twice? Bad luck, practical jokes in bad taste… what’s going on? It isn’t until one of her chefs is killed and someone tries to poison Edouard Herriot, the mayor of Lyon, that it all becomes deadly serious. Adrien Savoisy has no choice but to investigate, despite how worried he is about his girlfriend Rebecca, who has been jailed by the Nazis. He’s in no mood to worry about cooking right now, but he will get on the criminal’s trail – inspired by a young woman chef with roots in Lyon’s Armenian community, and a criminologist who also happens to be a real gourmet. Poultry in half-mourning, chicken with morel mushroom cream, beef filet Rossini and browned quenelles are at the heart of their investigation in France’s “capital of haute cuisine”.



About the Author



On the advisory board of Slowfood France, Michèle is also a member of De Honesta Voluptate, an organization inspired by the work of the historian Jean-Louis Flandrin. A food journalist, she wrote Arte TV’s Histoire en cuisine (History in the Kitchen) series. An author who is well-loved in bookstores and has plenty of faithful fans.



Narco Football Club By Marc Fernandez & Jean-Christophe Rampal Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 312 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Crime Fiction | Thriller Special guest at Quais du Polar (international detective novel fair) 2016 Preface written for the Euro 2016 Championship



About the Authors



Marc Fernandez is a journalist for Courrier international and the author of a solo novel, Mala Vida, published by Préludes. Jean-Christophe Rampal was editor-in-chief the magazine Ulysse/ Courrier International. He now works for Radio France. Together, they have published two non-fiction books: La ville qui tue les femmes. Enquete a Ciudad Juarez and Pinochet, un dictateur modele at Hachette Litteratures.



Latin American soccer is rotting away from narco–business disease. The coach of the “Jackals” team was found dead just before a decisive match. A crew of top cops comes from the capital to investigate. They have a hard time understanding what’s going on: the local police force has been infiltrated by the Mafia, and everybody’s terrified of “el barbudo”, the right-hand man of the jailed Mafia boss, who texts his orders from prison. A farcical fable that introduces us to the power of the Mexican mafia, not just at home, but reaching all the way to Europe, too. Drug money has to get laundered somehow… and professional soccer needs money.
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Meditating with Children By Clarisse Gardet



Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 224 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Well-Being | Spirituality Preface by Fabrice Midal



Meditation, a gift you can give your children. Meditation provides proven benefits for children’s balance and behavior. In today’s high-speed world, it allows them to center themselves in order to be able to concentrate better and to express their emotions so as to be able to manage them better. All too often, children feel an obligation to succeed, and meditation offers a rare moment of simplicity in which nothing’s at stake: there’s nothing to lose, nothing to gain. This loving and joyful book will allow you to acquire: - the essentials for meditating; - the keys for getting children started on meditation; - games, stories and a CD with 10 guided meditations of varying lengths recorded by the author, to ease into the practice progressively; - very concrete accounts of first-person experiences.



About the Author Clarisse Gardet, a sophrologist with a degree from the Ecole des hautes etudes de sophrologie, practices secular meditation, teaches at the L’ecole occidentale de meditation and leads frequent workshops for children.



Alexis Vassilkov, or the Turbulent Life of Maupassant’s Son By Bernard Prou



Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 350 pp. | May 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction



A real page-turner, with diabolical suspense that makes it impossible to put down. An absolutely fascinating book written in a precise, elegant style. A real find. Run out and grab it, this is one of the best books of the year. –Gerard Collard



About the Author Bernard Prou graduated from the Paris National School of Chemistry Physics and Biology and from New Sorbone University: Paris III. He has taught math and physics in Vincennes and Alfortville. He lives in Paris with his wife and their five children.



The unknown story of Maupassant’s son. Shortly before he died, Guy de Maupassant had a last fling with the Russian painter Lioubov Andreievna Vassilkova. The trials and tribulations of Alexis, their unrevealed son, lead him to revolutionary Russia. The young doctor soon becomes a part of Stalin’s entourage and winds up getting deported to the Mirny gulag, in Siberia, where he gets initiated into a clandestine Masonic lodge. A combination of political commitment, good luck, the occult support of a Yakut shaman and the love of the beautiful Ayami, bring him back to the freedom of his childhood in France. In 1940, Alexis joins the Resistance in the scrublands of the HauteLoire region. The adventures of Alexis Vassilkov, an exceptional character who the playwright Fernando Arrabal described as a Strogoffian hero, who was involved in the most turbulent events of the 20th century, until well after World War II – told in a colorful, sweepingly epic style.
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Being Vegan. How and Why to Get Started



By Gwendoline Yzèbe



Publisher: Le Livre de Poche Original Language: French | 200 pp. | June 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Food & Drink | Lifestyle



Vegans live a healthier and more ethical and ecological life, without exploiting animals. What about you? Being vegan means choosing to consume and to live in a way that respects animals. In this practical guide, the journalist Gwendoline Yzèbe – who is vegan, of course – looks at every aspect of veganism. In the first part of the book, the author explains the reasons that have always motivated humans to be vegan: environmental protection, respect for animals, and the health benefits, as well as the movement’s philosophical and religious underpinnings. The second part of the book gives practical advice for being vegan in daily life: 100% plant-based food, clothes, cosmetics and cleansing products. Conversations with specialists, how to read clothing and food labels, recipes, blogs, addresses for on-line shops and more… this book is bursting with practical information.



About the Author



Gwendoline Yzèbe was born in 1989 in Picardy (north of France) where she still lives. After a degree in literature, she became a journalist. First as a vegetarian, then a vegan, she created a blog, uncourantdevert.fr, to share her recipes, things she’d read and her experience. She is also involved with the animal right’s movement.



Song of the Sea



By Nicolas Delesalle



Publisher: Préludes Editions Original Language: French | 320 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction



Over 10,000 copies sold Selected for the Festival Étonnants Voyageurs Award, the Prix Orange du Livre 2016 and the Joseph Kessel Award of SCAM



You make us dream. This is a book that makes us dream, really exceptional and very well written. –France Info



About the Author



Born in 1972, reporter for Télérama, editor of the book Télérama 60 Years (in 2 volumes) published by Les Arènes, Nicolas Delesalle is the author of The Smell of Cut Grass. Song of the Sea is his second novel.



Very successful, very beautiful… A delicate novel that could also be entitled ‘The Taste of Others’. –Le Quotidien



After the stunning success of The Smell of Cut Grass – finalist for the 2015 Relay Commuters’ Prize – Song of the Sea invites readers along for a fascinating voyage, one filled with humor, wit, color, scents and tastes that will lead to an irresistible urge to get up and go… somewhere, anywhere! From inaccessible Timbuktu to melancholic Tallinn, between a fatal chess game somewhere in a Russian hotel and an unlikely barbecue in Kabul, from the hue and cry on Tahrir Square to the depths of a cave in the Aveyron region… Over the course of a cruise on a cargo ship, Nicolas Delesalle tells the story of a life and of our world.
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Mala Vida



By Marc Fernandez Publisher: Préludes Editions Original Language: French | 256 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl French Rights sold: Spain (Salamandra, at auction), USA (Arcade, WEL), Italy (Sellerio)



Thriller | Crime Finalist of the Grand Prix des Lectrices ELLE Close to 10,000 copies sold Devilishly successful! –Paris Match If Orwell had met Almodovar, he would have written something of this taste. –Le Point Marc Fernandez appears to be a fearsome storyteller, combining smartly historical facts and crime narrative. –M le mag, Le Monde Marc Fernandez succeeds like anybody to unveil the childhood thieves. A touching novel without concessions. –Vìctor del Àrbol, author of Toutes les vagues de l’océan (Actes Sud, winner of the Grand Prix de Littérature Policière 2015).



Present-day Spain. The radical right just won the elections after 12 years of Socialist rule. An absolute majority for those who are nostalgic for Franco, in a country where people have short memories. In the midst of the political upheaval, a series of murders is committed, from Madrid to Barcelona via Valencia.



About the Author Co-founder and editor-in-chief of the magazine Alibi, dedicated to crime fiction, Marc has been a journalist for over 15 years. For much of that time, he followed Spain and Latin America for Courrier international. He has also cowritten several books of investigation La ville qui tue les femmes, (The City that Kills Women, Hachette Littératures). Mala Vida is his first solo novel.



The list of victims: a politician, a real-estate lawyer, a doctor, a banker and a nun. There are no obvious ties between them… Over a backdrop of both the economic crisis and a return to a certain moral order, Diego Martin, a radio journalist specialized in criminal affairs, is trying to keep his head above water despite the coming purge in the media. When he decides to look into the first murder, he hasn’t got the faintest idea that the investigation will lead him far beyond the local crime scene and to the heart of an on-going national scandal – the “stolen babies” affair that started under Franco. When a specialist in crime and crime fiction intertwines recent historical events and a thirst for revenge, the outcome is both surprising and disturbing. Marc Fernandez has written a dark and fast-paced narrative exposing the most shameful secrets of the Franco era, whose stigmata can still be felt in today’s Spain. A début crime novel that reads like a settling of scores with the dark side of Spain’s recent past.
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Gone North By Patrick Lecomte Publisher: Préludes Editions Original Language: French | 384 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Literary Fiction Superb ode to wilderness and literature. –Librairie Les Lisières



1917. Eleven-year-old Wilma wakes up one icy-cold morning in the cabin she lives in with her father, a trapper in Canada’s far North. Back from an expedition into town, he has brought her back a present: a strange book in a finely illustrated, leatherbound edition, The Wonderful Adventures of Nils. The little girl’s simple, rustic life, dictated by the rhythm of the seasons, will be forever changed by this book, for it is in the pages of the novel that she first meets Akka… Inspired by the true story of a white crane—whose species is endangered—this debut novel portrays the intertwined fates of an impassioned young woman and a legendary bird that symbolizes calmness, purity and loyalty. In untamed, early 20th-century Canada, brave, determined Wilma fights a heroic battle to save the largest migrating bird in North America. A spell-binding tale that offers an escape from modern life, a book where the poetry of nature—the wide open spaces, the endless sky—meets the magic of reading.



About the Author



Raised by his grandparents in close contact with nature, and drawn to narratives about great adventures, Patrick explores the themes and causes that are dear to his heart: protecting the environment and saving endangered species, relations between men and nature in general. He wrote this first novel over the course of his many journeys by high-speed train, before catching the eye of Librinova, a partner of Éditions Préludes.



89 Months By Caroline Michel Publisher: Préludes Editions Original Language: French | 224 pp. | May 2016 Territory: World Excl French



Upmarket Fiction



About the Author Caroline Michel is 28. One day her biological clock will wind down to 89 months too. In the meantime, she’s a journalist for women’s magazines. In her blog, ovary.fr, she talks about what matters to her most: romance and time going by. 89 Months is her first novel.



89 months is how long Jeanne has left to have a baby. She’s 33 and single, and she is working on the logic that by age 40, her biological clock will have stopped ticking. Shattered by a recent break-up, she’s not looking for love any more, just for a father for Manon, the daughter she wants more than anything else. So as she punches their tickets, she scans all the male passengers in the train, searching for the perfect bio dad. And despite her doubts, her wondering if she’ll miss being held by strong, loving arms, and her moments of shame, she keeps on listening to the rhythm of her cycle, seeking hook-ups, drinking magical potions and propping her legs up every time she does the deed. You never know. With this debut novel bursting with humor and affection, Caroline Michel offers readers a text that is both entertaining and moving. Hers is a refreshingly spontaneous new voice in women’s writing and one that is here to stay.
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Gods in Crisis By Meliss Publisher: M’Édite Original Language: French | 89 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl French Rights sold: Turkey (Gurer Yayinlari)



Comics Full English translation available A truculent manga-like graphic novel. A funny way to initiate readers into Greek mythology and language. –La Croix The speech bubbles and the humor bring to scope all the keys to the economic problems that Greece is going through today. – BusiNews



The Greek crisis seen from mount Olympus Olympus is going through an economic crisis as the gods have spent all the money. The International Monetary God demands austerity measures from them, in order to be saved. So they start by interfering with famous myths and stories, like putting tolls in Thermopylae, taxing the Labyrinth and more. Humans find those measures impossible to bear and the Philosophers convince them to take down Olympus. The God Hermes will try everything he can, in order to save Olympus and also himself… 



About the Author Born in 1981, Meliss (George Melissaropoulos) studied animation and illustration in London and specialized in 3D animation and multimedia arts in Athens. In 2006, he established his own creative studio, Animatic Vision. He has published in several magazines, as well as the comics album.
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The Minor Outsider By Ted McDermott Publisher: ONE/Pushkin Press Original Language: English | 224 pp. | April 2016 Territory: World Excl UK and Ireland Rights sold: Audio rights (Audible)



Literary Fiction Review coverage confirmed across mainstream media and book blogs A round of applause for Ted McDermott, please. He’s earned it. The Minor Outsider is a spirited, audacious, and drolly funny debut novel. –Patrick deWitt The Minor Outsider is a major debut. McDermott’s witty and stirring love story tracks so many of the wonderful ways we doom our happiness. It’s thrillingly sad! And quite funny. – Sam Lipsyte Wry, sharp-eyed, fresh as mountain air. –Jonathan Trigell



A love story for the Vice generation Ed and Taylor, both aspiring young writers, fall in love during a summer of aimless drinking and partying in their university town of Missoula, Montana. Lonely and looking for love, they connect despite their profound differences: Ed is brooding, ambitious and self-destructive, living in denial of a mysterious tumour spreading from his limbs to his brain. Beautiful Taylor is a pure soul, positive, full of hope and emotional generosity. Their difficult relationship is intense, exciting yet doomed from the start, complicated further when Taylor falls pregnant. As Ed resists the harmony she brings to his life, Taylor’s need to protect herself and their child also grows, until a dramatic finale. Ted Mc Dermott’s stark writing speaks truthfully and with a touch of dark humour for and to today’s generation of young people trying to find hope in what feels to many like an existential void. The Minor Outsider will be read as the young literary voice of our dark times.



About the Author Ted McDermott lives in Missoula. He has worked as a cook, a mover, a baker, a college instructor, an encyclopedist and a reporter for an alternative weekly. His fiction and non-fiction have appeared in VICE, Believer, Portland Review, Minus Times and elsewhere. In 2009, he was nominated for The Essay Prize. The Minor Outsider is his first novel.



Selling Points: • 



Striking first novel by a unique young American voice



• 



Edgy cult fiction will appeal to readers of VICE, Ben Lerner, Denis Johnson and fans of Breaking Bad



• 



Original discovery by ONE; first ONE title with World rights



• 



Story on which the novel is based was originally published in VICE, was loved by readers



• 



Powerful literary take on a young creative person living with a potentially fatal illness



• 



Hugely talented young writer building a solid following



• 



Author will engage with readers via social media and multi media platforms
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The California Wife By Kristen Harnisch Publisher: Harper Collins Canada | Agent: April Eberhardt Literary Original Language: English | 432 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl North America | Rights Sold: Hungary (Lazi)



Historical Romance This vital, sweeping story is delivered in Harnisch’s silky, upscale prose. Much like a fine glass of wine, The California Wife is a highbrow indulgence that is tasteful, captivating and heady. –The Globe and Mail



The California Wife is the second novel in a series about the changing world of vineyard life at the turn of the twentieth century. In this stand-alone sequel to The Vintner’s Daughter, the newly married Sara and Philippe Lemieux strive to create worldrenowned wines while confronting obstacles that threaten their life together. In a family saga that spans from 1897 to 1906, Sara and Philippe’s vineyards in Napa and the Loire Valley face record losses—and the threats of phylloxera and prohibition. The California Wife is an extensively researched and captivating tale that immerses readers in the rich vineyard culture of both the Old and New Worlds, the evolving women’s rights movement in America, and a spirited heroine’s fight for independence within her marriage.



About the Author



Kristen Harnisch drew upon her extensive research and experiences living in the San Francisco Bay Area and visiting the Loire Valley to create the story for The Vintner’s Daughter and The California Wife. Harnisch has a degree in economics from Villanova University and currently resides in Connecticut.



The Rich Employee By James Altucher



Publisher: Choose Yourself Media Original Language: English | 235 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl English | Rights sold: China (Sunnbook Culture & Art), Korea (The Korea Economic Daily & Business Publications, Inc), Vietnam (Alpha Books).



Business | Marketing



About the Author



James Altucher is a successful investor, entrepreneur, best-seller writer, host of three high ranking podcasts and employee. He has appeared 100s of times on CNBC and other TV networks. He has written over 17 books on topics ranging from investing to inspirational. All of his books have been bestsellers and he is translated in over a dozen languages.



Not everyone is cut out to be an entrepreneur. Many of us are happy to have a job, we just want a better job, one that fulfills us, makes us wealthy, and brings us satisfaction. Still, income is now permanently going down versus inflation for the average employee. Many people mistakenly think that the solution is entrepreneurship. That “entrepreneurship is the pathway to riches”. This is not true. The solution is to become a rich employee with the mindset and techniques described in this book. This is the first book ever to detail how one can become a rich employee in our times. And there is more: companies in this new century will only succeed if they encourage their employees to develop The Rich Employee mindset. Written by the author of The Choose Yourself Guide to Wealth which USA Today has called “One of the 12 Best Business Books of All Time”.
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Non-Obvious. How to Think Different, Curate Ideas & Predict the Future By Rohit Bhargava Publisher: Ideapress Publishing Original Language: English | 332 pp. | February 2016 (updated edition) Territory: World Excl English Rights Sold: Spain (Gestión 2000-Planeta), Thailand (Be Better Publishing), Arabic (Jarir), Korea (Moonyelim), China (Renmin University Press), Russia (Mann, Ivanov & Ferber), Vietnam (Thai Ha)



Business | Marketing



About the Author



Rohit Bhargava is a trend curator, founder of the Influential Marketing Group (IMG), and author of five best selling business books including Non-Obvious (Wall Street Journal bestseller in 2015) and Likeonomics (shortlisted for Best Sales/Marketing Book of 2012 by 1800CEORead). His signature annual “Non-Obvious Trend Report” has been viewed more than half a million times online and his personal blog has been named one of the top 25 marketing blogs in the world by AdAge magazine. Outside of speaking and writing, Rohit teaches Global Marketing at Georgetown University and is regularly quoted as a marketing and business expert in media including Harvard Business Review, The Guardian, and NPR. Rohit has dedicated his career to helping brands and leaders be more influential by embracing their humanity and personality.



A goldmine of ideas and trends –Guy Kawasaki, Chief Evangelist of Canva and author of The Art of the Start, 2.0 Shatter your magic crystal ball, and toss out the tea leaves. In this book, Rohit shows us how and where to find the future trends that will shape your business, your brand, and even your own decisionmaking. –Sally Hogshead, NY Times bestselling author of How The World Sees You



What do Disney, Bollywood, and The Batkid teach us about how to create celebrity experiences for our audiences? How can a vendingmachine inspire world peace? Can being imperfect make your business more marketable? The answers to these questions may not be all that obvious. And that’s exactly the point. Discover what more than half a million others already have: how to use the power of non-obvious thinking to grow your business and make a bigger impact in the world. Non-Obvious is filled with entertaining insights like how a pioneering comedy club charging audiences per laugh may forecast the future of consumption or how a wave of tech firms hiring yogis and offering classes in mindfulness may change the overall culture of business. In Non-Obvious: How to Think Differently, Curate Ideas & Predict the Future, Rohit Bhargava teaches you how to succeed in the modern world. With invaluable insight into future trends and markets, this is a must read for anyone looking to gain an important edge in this fast-paced age. The 2016 edition includes: Updated Author’s Note 15 ALL New trends for 2016 15 UPDATES for the 15 trends from 2015 BONUS - 12-question interview with the author BONUS - Article: Why Indian Drivers Make Better Leaders BONUS - Article: How To Create a Great Brand Story Please note that Non-Obvious will also be published as a series, with a new edition each year.
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Descriptive Thesaurus Collection By Angela Ackerman & Becca Puglisi Publisher: JADD Publishing Original Language: English | 168/264/252 pp. | 2012/2013 Territory: World Excl English Rights sold: The Emotion Thesaurus: Japan (Film Art Sha), Korea (Infinity Books), Romania (Paralela 45), Taiwan (Yuan-Liou Publishing Co. Ltd). The Positive/Negative Trait Thesaurus: Japan (Film Art Sha), Korea (Erum Book).



Creative Writing | Reference Over 150,000 copies sold in total A collection of unique bestselling guides helping writers to craft unique, emotionally compelling characters. The Emotion Thesaurus covers the show-don’t-tell aspect of character emotion by listing the body language, thoughts, and visceral sensations of seventy-five different emotions. Using its easy-to-navigate list format, readers can draw inspiration from character cues that range in intensity to match any emotional moment, including situations where a character is trying to hide their feelings from others. The Emotion Thesaurus also tackles common emotion-related writing problems and provides methods to overcome them. If you find character creation difficult or worry that your cast members all seem the same, The Positive Trait Thesaurus is brimming with ideas to help you develop one-of-a-kind, dynamic characters that readers will love. Extensively indexed, with entries written in a user-friendly list format, this brainstorming resource is perfect for any character creation project. Crafting likable, interesting characters is a balancing act, and finding that perfect mix of strengths and weaknesses can be difficult. But the task has become easier thanks to The Negative Trait Thesaurus. Through its flaw-centric exploration of character arc, motivation, emotional wounds, and basic needs, writers will learn which flaws make the most sense for their heroes, villains, and other members of the story’s cast. Upcoming titles: The Rural Setting Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to Personal and Natural Places & The Urban Setting Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to City Spaces (June 2016)



About the Author



The author of several bestselling writing resource books, Angela enjoys sharing her passion for writing craft. She teaches online and off, often in tandem with her very gifted friend, Becca Puglisi. In the fiction realm, Angela often writes about mythology in the real world, but twists everything so that it’s much darker and interesting. She’s also drawn to thriller elements, apocalyptic scenarios, and characters who are able to find the strength to face their deepest fears and most painful emotional wounds. In her former life, Becca Puglisi was a teacher. She read roughly a gajillion picture books to her students, and it was her love for these books that originally motivated her to become an author Now, Becca is a YA fantasy/historical fiction writer and co-author of a number of descriptive resources for writers, including the bestselling The Emotion Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to Character Expression. Becca also enjoys speaking at workshops and teaching on various writerly topics.
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Science of Parenthood. Thoroughly UnExplanations for Utterly Baffling Parenting Situations scientific



By Norine Dworkin-McDaniel & Jessica Ziegler Publisher: She Writes Press Original Language: English | 248 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl North America Rights sold: China (Wuhan University Press)



PARENTING | HUMOR | ILLUSTRATED



About the Authors Norine is the co-author and principal writer of Science of Parenthood. A longtime magazine writer, Norine’s articles and essays have appeared in just about every women’s magazine as well as on The Huffington Post, Parenting.com and Scary Mommy. Norine is the co-author of You Know He’s a Keeper…You Know He’s a Loser: Happy Endings and Horror Stories from Real Life Relationships (Perigee), Food Cures (Reader’s Digest) and a contributor to several humor anthologies, including Have Milk, Will Travel: Adventures in Breastfeeding (Demeter Press). The daughter of famed New Yorker cartoonist Jack Ziegler, Jessica is Science of Parenthood’s co-author and illustrator. Jessica is also the director of social web design for VestorLogic and the writer/illustrator of StoryTots, a series of customizable children’s books. Jessica was named a 2014 Humor Voice of the Year by BlogHer/ SheKnows Media. Together, Jessica and Norine are the creators of The Big Book of Parenting Tweets and The Bigger Book of Parenting Tweets.



Voted Funniest Parents of 2015 —TODAYParents Named one of the Top 10 Great Sanity-Saving Books for Moms —Brain, Child Magazine Named one of the Top 10 Parenting Books That Belong On Your Holiday Wish List —Scary Mommy Named a finalist in Foreword Reviews’ INDIEFAB Book of the Year Awards and Independent Book Publishers Association Benjamin Franklin Awards



Based on Norine Dworkin-McDaniel and Jessica Ziegler’s popular illustrated humor homonymous blog to a whole new level. Using their trademark brand of quirky, witty humor, and bolstered by their signature cartoons, Dworkin-McDaniel and Ziegler dig deep into the core sciences―biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics―to provide tongue-in-cheek “explanations” for the ridiculous situations otherwise capable adults find themselves in as a result of birthing and caring for tiny humans. Anyone who’s ever wondered why the kid who plays Minecraft for hours can’t sit still for ten damn minutes to finish a math worksheet; who’s marveled at how their toddler always picks the most inopportune moment to poop; or who’s despaired of ever showering, sleeping, or finding a moment’s peace again will find this book a hilarious, enlightening, and relatable read. Blending their trademark wit and brightly colored cartoons with flow charts, infographics and the kind of higher math typically seen only on physicists’ whiteboards, Science of Parenthood answers such mystifying questions as: * Why do children grow up so fast, yet Candy Land drags on so sl-o-w-l-y? * Why must children sleep perpendicular to any adult laying down with them? * Are construction-grade headphones an acceptable baby shower gift? * How many tequila shots does it take to get through an episode of Caillou? It’s been said (by Norine and Jessica actually) that raising kids defies all reason, logic and most of the laws of the universe. Science of Parenthood is simply required reading for any parent who has despaired of ever showering, sleeping or excavating their living room from layers of primary-colored plastic toys again.
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The 7-Day Startup. You Don’t Learn Until



You Launch



By Dan Norris Original Language: English | 224 pp. | September 2014 Territory: World Excl English | Rights sold: Poland (Helion), Thailand (Superposition), Korea, Vietnam (Thai Ha), Czech Republic (Blue Vision), China (China Machine Press, at auction), Japan (Asahi Shimbun Publications).



Business | Marketing From generating ideas to gaining your first paying customers, The 7 Day Startup is the bootstrapper’s bible for launching your next product. If you’ve struggled in the past to launch a profitable business and are tired of reading stories about founders who swung for the fences and succeeded, then you need to listen to Dan’s story. Dan founded WP Curve and launched it from scratch in just 7 days, turning it into a successful six figure business. This isn’t a puffball story. Dan’s journey is common for most of us. Swing and miss. You start to feel like a failure, but listen to what Dan has to say.You’ll see that much of what you thought about building a startup simply isn’t true. Through Dan, you’ll quickly see that launching a profitable startup doesn’t have to take years, or even months. It can be done in just 7 days.



About the Author



Dan Norris is a serial entrepreneur, award winning content marketer, international speaker and author. In June 2013 after failing at entrepreneurship for 7 years, he founded wpcurve.com, a worldwide team of wordpress developers, providing unlimited small fixes and support.



Content Machine By Dan Norris Original Language: English | 224 pp. | August 2015 Territory: World Excl English | Rights sold: China (Guangdong Economic Press), Taiwan (Business Weekly Publications), under option in Thailand and Vietnam.



Business | Marketing



Learn how to use content marketing to build a 6-figure business with zero advertising Content Machine outlines a strategy for using content marketing to build a 7 figure business with zero advertising. By teaching the fundamentals of content marketing, how to create great content and how to stand out from the crowd, it simplifies the otherwise challenging process of creating content with impact. Since the purpose of content marketing is to build a great business, Content Machine focuses heavily on how to create a high growth business off the back of your content. Author Dan Norris shares his story about how he grew his WordPress support business from scratch to over $1m AUD annual run rate in 2 years, spending only $181.23 on advertising. Whether you are a blogger, content marketer, entrepreneur or marketing manager, Content Machine will help you see the return you deserve from your content marketing efforts.
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The Connection Algorithm By Jesse Warren Tevelow Original Language: English | 233 pp. | May 2015 Territory: World Excl English Rights Sold: Korea (Innerbook), China (Sunnbook Culture & Art).



Business | Self Help Reached #1 in multiple categories on Amazon, including Entrepreneurship, Management, Knowledge Capital, and Personal Success. Promising first book [by] a new author, about a fascinating topic. — Jurgen Appelo, Contributing writer for Forbes, author of best-selling books Management 3.0, How to Change the World, and #Workout.



About the Author Jesse Warren Tevelow is an entrepreneur and writer. He cofounded PlayQ Inc., and was a member of the inaugural class of TechStars. Earlier in his career, Jesse worked for Seamless (acquired by Aramark in 2006) and Keynote Systems. Jesse has been featured in various publications, including Businessweek Magazine, Do More Faster (by Brad Feld and David Cohen), and Upstarts (by Donna Fenn). To find out more, go to jtev.me



Ever wish you could be a little more extraordinary? A little happier? A little more in control of your life? Well, this is your blueprint for making it happen. It might sound crazy, but it all starts with quitting your 9-5. Jesse should know. He quit his job to join TechStars, a startup accelerator that helped him and his business partner build a multimillion dollar company from the ground up. Then he wrote this book, while lounging at the beach. Sounds impossible? It’s not. This isn’t just Jesse’s story. It’s the story of every successful person you’ve ever known—and all of them have followed the same formula. After nearly a decade of interviews and research, Jesse has compiled the ultimate playbook for defying the status quo, weaving together the most critical yet overlooked tips from industry heavy-hitters like Ben Horowitz, Tim Ferriss, and Steve Jobs. The book includes important (and counterintuitive) advice on how to: • • • • • • 



Get more productive Follow your passions Improve your health Launch your first product or company Take better calculated risks Start connecting with your heroes



Beyond advice, you’ll also find lists of the actual sites, services, and techniques you can use to improve your performance in a range of disciplines. Join Jesse as he outlines the power of the Four C’s: Choose, Commit, Create, Connect. The Connection Algorithm is a quick read, with life-altering impact. With endorsements from Tony Horton and Brad Feld, and a foreword by TechStars Founder and CEO David Cohen, you’ll be glad you added this inspiring, actionable guide to your collection.
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Death Row Dollies. Living with the Death Penalty By Linda Polman Publisher: Bertram + De Leeuw Original Language: Dutch | 364 pp. | May 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch Rights Sold: Hungary (Athenaeum, at auction).



Current Affairs



English sample available Journalist Linda Polman has immersed herself in the phenomenon heart and soul, with fascinating results. This book is impossible to put down. —De Telegraaf Polman describes the women and their criminal partners with great empathy and not a trace of sarcasm. Her attitude of genuine concern creates a moving portrait of a closed world devoid of hope. —Elsevier Hilarious, heart wrenching, chilling, and on top of that, very well written. —Jellie Brouwer, Radio Kunststof



The best way of making abstract suffering tangible is through personal stories. In Death Row Dollies, investigative journalist Linda Polman plunges into the bizarre universe of the American death penalty ‘industry’ and those crushed in it. Polman presents a wealth of absurd, harrowing and moving stories, along with her own observations, garnered from time spent over several years in the company of ‘death row dollies’: European women who passionately link their fates to that of deathrow inmates in Texas. She follows not only the British, Italian, German and other trans-Atlantic ‘dollies’ to their cheap motels around death row in Texas’ boondocks, but also the tireless ladies of Texas’ own tiny anti-death penalty movement, and widows and orphans who, after the execution of husbands and fathers, are left behind with the inheritance:often not much more than letters and a table fan. And she meets the inmates themselves. Polman’s bitter sense of humour and her lively, no-nonsense style give the book pace and the reader room to breathe, but nowhere does she lose sight of essentials. She casts doubt onAmerica’s image as a land of unlimited opportunity by implicitly asking which is more reprehensible: the terrible crimes committed, or the punishment that the good inflict.



About the Author



Linda Polman worked as a freelance journalist for Dutch national television and radio, for European radio stations and for numerous Dutch and Belgian newspapers and magazines. She is also a guest lecturer on journalism at the University of Utrecht. Her earlier books include The Floating City (1991), about journeys she made through Zaïre, Kenya and Malawi, Bot pippel (1993), a report on Haitian refugees, and We Did Nothing: Why the truth doesn’t always come out when the UN goes in (1997), which became required reading for international military and diplomatic personnel. For The Crisis Caravan (2008) she investigated humanitarian aid organizations and the true impact of their work. The book became an international bestseller.
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Three Friends, a House (and a Handyman) By Astrid Harrewijn



Publisher: Boekerij Original Language: Dutch | 320 pp. | February 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Women’s Fiction



Going beyond chicklit. Life is more than just love. —De Telegraaf If you like funny stories, with a bit of suspense thrown in, that won’t let you stop reading, then I completely recommend Three Friends, a House (and a Handyman). —Boekhopper.nl English sample available



Some things you simply don’t do when you’re in your mid-thirties, such as giving up a steady job, a lovely house of your own in the South and the prospects of marriage - all for a temporary job at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam. Noor does so though, to the regret of her parents and boyfriend. Together with her younger sister Kiki and her old friend from university, Joost, she moves in to a run-down house along a stately canal in Amsterdam. Kiki works for Jeff Koons and was responsible for bringing his highprofile exhibition to the Stedelijk Museum. Joost, a friendly if somewhat nerdy bachelor, works as an advisor at the Rijks Museum. Noor, Kiki and Joost share life’s joys and sorrows, and their front door, with each other, and they really only have one rule: at home they don’t discuss their respective jobs at the Museum Square.



About the Author



Astrid Harrewijn went to Law School and worked as a translator after that. In 2006 she won a writing competition and published her first novel, Ja kun je krijgen (You Could Get A Yes). Since then, she has published six more novels. She has a distinct style of her own and writes with humor about the pitfalls of our daily lives.



Turbulence



By Annette Herfkens



Publisher: Boekerij Original Language: English | 322 pp. | April 2015 Territory: World Excl USA, Dutch, Vietnam Rights Sold: France (Payot-Rivages), Germany (Lübbe), Portugal (Quinta Essência/Leya, in a pre-empt), USA (Regan Arts, incl. Canada)



Inspirational Memoir



About the Author



Annette Herfkens writes and speaks about the gains that come with loss. She is an accidental expert in the field: Nine years after she lost her fiancé in an airplane crash, her son was diagnosed with autism. Just as in the jungle, she focuses on the beauty of what is. Annette is currently living a hopeful life in New York City with her family.



An incredible testimony on adaptability and a lesson of optimism. –Canal+ A great example of resilience. –Psychologies In Turbulence, Annette Herfkens puts spiritual insights and teachings into practice, describing both effortless and mindful transformation of consciousness, in a concise and compelling way. —Deepak Chopra



If you think that surviving an airplane crash will get you a free pass for the rest of your life, think again. When young Annette Herfkens, one of the few female international bond traders on Wall Street, and her fiance boarded Vietnam Airlines flight 474 in Ho Chi Minh City, they were just two passengers headed for a romantic getaway, unaware of the fateful moment that would shatter their dreams forever. The plane crashed into a mountaintop, leaving Annette trapped in the jungle as the sole survivor for eight days. What followed was an incredible story of endurance, mystery, and higher spirit.
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Home in Portugal By Marieke Woudstra Publisher: Boekerij Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | 2014 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Women’s Fiction English sample available; over 10,000 copies sold A compelling story that exudes love for Portugal. – Tessa de Loo, bestselling author of The Twins



Marjorie and Bart have both been through a lot when they meet. On their first holiday in Marjorie’s beloved Portugal, Bart also falls in love with the country, its people and its beautiful nature. Marjorie has two grown daughters, and because Bart and she feel ready for a new challenge in life, they decide to follow Marjorie’s lifelong dream of moving to Portugal. The lovers manage to scrape enough money together to buy ‘Alta Vista’, a dilapidated old farm surrounded by olive trees in the Alentejo in the South of Portugal. They try to make a living by producing and selling biological olive oil, and live a simple and durable life, in harmony with the environment. A dream come true, but also a lot of hard work, unforeseen troubles and disappointments. Will they be strong enough to turn their ideals into reality?



About the Author



Marieke studied Portuguese and worked as a teacher and translator. Currently she combines her job as care manager in The Netherlands with a life in the Portuguese countryside. In her novel she describes, partly based on her own experiences, the life of a woman who realises her Portuguese dream together with her new lover, against the background of the culture, atmosphere and reality of an authentic Portuguese village of today.



The King Will Come By Mohammed Benzakour Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction A magical ambiance that works deeply into the senses. In addition to telling the story of a failing quest for a Berber bride, this novel is also a sensuous hymn to nature. —Trouw A satire of people’s eternal quest for happiness, which takes shape here through the search for the ideal woman and the arrival of the king. —NBD Biblion



About the Author



Mohammed Benzakour (Morocco, 1972) is not only a writer, but also a columnist, journalist, and publicist. De Geus has published the anthology Smelly Surgeons and the highly praised Yemma, for which Benzakour won the E. Du Perron Prize in 2014.



Moebdi leaves the Netherlands to look for a bride in his native region. He’s a desirable match and there are enough marriageable girls. Nevertheless, everything that could go wrong, goes wrong. Courtesy and decency always lose from his desire and fantasy when Moebdi is approaching the girls. But he won’t abandon his hope. He will find love and happiness somewhere.
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Brother By Esther Gerritsen Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 96 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Under option: World English



Literary Fiction Gift of the Dutch Book Week 2016 Print run: 700,000 copies Selected for the “10 Books from Holland” spring 2016 brochure (Dutch Foundation for Literature) Esther Gerritsen writes witty, raw novels about human shortcomings. —De Volkskrant



Minutes before Olivia has to speak at an important meeting of shareholders, her brother calls. His leg might have to be amputated. Marcus and Olivia hardly ever see each other, but the amputation has an unexpected impact on her, as if she’d be losing her own leg. She immediately drops everything in a hopeless attempt to save her brother. But is he really the one who needs to be saved?



Roxy By Esther Gerritsen Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | 2014 Territory: World Excl Dutch Rights sold: Colombia (Panamericana Editorial; Spanish language in Latin America), English (World Editions, WEL)



Literary Fiction Shortlisted for the Libris Literature Prize Over 15,000 copies sold Film rights sold to Topkapi (The Netherlands) Full English translation available



About the Author



Esther Gerritsen is an established novelist and playwright. Her successful novel Craving was published in English last year and shortlisted for the Vondel Prize. Roxy was nominated for the Dutch Libris Literature Prize and film rights have been sold. In 2014 Gerritsen was awarded the Frans Kellendonk prize for her body of work.



Not only the choice of her subjects, but also her sense of style make Gerritsen an ‘hors catégorie’. Her absurdist logic and subtle humoristic voice make every sentence in her novels and columns a ‘typical Gerritsen’. —Jury Frans Kellendonk Prize



Roxy is 27 when her husband is killed in a car crash, together with his lover. She stays behind with their daughter, their house, their car, his assistant, the babysitter and the shame for this inglorious end of their marriage. Her family is taking care of her, but Roxy is not looking for consolation—she is looking for an enemy. Roxy is the new, brilliant novel by Esther Gerritsen, one of the most talented Dutch writers. Shortlisted for practically every prize with Craving, and winner of the prestigious Frans Kellendonk Prize for all her work to date, Esther Gerritsen is a unique voice in Dutch literature.
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The Last Farewell By Robert Haasnoot Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Under option: Germany



Literary Fiction A new novel by someone with the stylistic qualities and the religious sensitivity of Robert Haasnoot – that is a novel to look forward to. –Nederlands Dagblad The media on Haasnoot’s previous work: A brilliant stylist. —Der Spiegel There aren’t many authors who choose their words so carefully as Haasnoot does. —Elsevier



When Evie – the love of his life – returns to the village after many years of absence, Albert relives the past that determined his future. At the start of the Second World War, their village was under attack. In a paranoid condition, Dutch soldiers aimed at innocent villagers. In the midst of fear and death, while hiding from the violence for days on end, the love between the young Evie and Albert blossomed. After capitulation, Albert is no longer capable of loving her. But Evie’s return forces him to face the things he had repressed for all those years.



About the Author



Robert Haasnoot was born in in the United States, but grew up in the Dutch town of Katwijk. He became known for his novels about the fishing village Zeewijk: Waanzee, Steenkind and De heugling, which were met with positive reviews in The Netherlands as well as abroad. The film rights of Waanzee – which was awarded the Prix des Ambassadeurs – have recently been sold.



The Crooked Girl By Yvon Né Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 288 pp. | April 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



About the Author



Yvon Né is a poet/writer and visual artist. As a student of the academy of arts, she mainly focused on painting, drawing and monumental design. Her poetry publications include the collections Hier mag niets af zijn (2009) and De werkelijkheid houdt het lang vol (2014). The Crooked Girl is Né’s first novel.



In the fifties, married life is considered incomplete without children. So a child is born; it is a girl. However, she is not the girl her parents had hoped for – a source of shame instead of pride. The parents are afraid of this aloof human being, who doesn’t seem to need anyone. They don’t see that the little girl is fully aware of living in a world for which the manual is missing. In The Crooked Girl, Yvon Né finds words for the ways in which a child sees and experiences the world. A child that interprets the world around her in her very own way to make it manageable, but who isn’t understood by those closest to her. It is a novel that allows us to rediscover childhood; endearing and profoundly touching.
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You Have Me to Love By Jaap Robben Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 256 pp. | 2014 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Rights sold: English (World Editions, WEL), Germany (Ars Vivendi), Turkey (Kahve)



YA | Crossover Literary Fiction Awards: 1st ever Dutch Book Seller Award, ANV Prize for Best Debut Novel, Diorapthe Youth Literature Prize Over 30,000 copies sold Film rights sold to CTM pictures Full English and German translations available This is a bold, tender and ambivalent narrative, raw and disturbing, with moments of painful beauty. –The Irish Times With You Have Me to Love, Jaap Robben delivers a staggering first novel. —Het Parool *****



Mikael lives with his parents on a small and remote island between Scotland and Norway. One day, his father disappears into the sea and Mikael keeps silent about what has happened. Guilt, consolation and reproaches pile up, until his mother demands the impossible from him. Birk is a story as tender as it is oppressive, about people who become islands themselves.



About the Author The multitalented Jaap Robben is a Dutch poet, novelist, playwright and performer. Author of several highly praised children’s books, You Have Me to Love is his first novel for adults. It has received great critical acclaim in the Netherlands and was awarded the Dioraphte Prize and the ANV Debut Prize. Dutch booksellers selected You Have Me to Love as the best book of 2014.



The Black Napoleon By Vamba Sherif



Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 416 pp. | November 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Under Option: Germany, Spain, France



Literary Fiction



Behind the uncomplicated language the refinement is hidden of a writer who is running the show. –NRC Handelsblad Shakespeare in the rain forest. –Berliner Zeitung The African version of Heart of Darkness. –Ilija Trojanow English sample available



A tremendous novel based on a true story about an African emperor.



About the Author Vamba Sherif (Liberia, 1973) was seventeen years old when he moved to the Netherlands with his brother. The Black Napoleon is his fourth novel and the translation rights of his work has been sold to various countries including Spain, Germany, France and England.



At the end of the nineteenth century, the colonial rulers divided the African continent among themselves. At that time, the thirteen-year-old Zaiwulo is brought from his home in Liberia to the court of the scholar Talahat Haidara in an old city in Guinea. This is where the boy learns to read, love and fight. At the same time, the ruthless warrior Samori Ture wants to unite various African nations to battle against the colonial rulers. The lives of Zaiwulo and Samori, the black Napoleon, cross one another. The boy becomes an important piece in a heroic struggle for freedom.
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Bot By Charles den Tex Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 384 pp. | February 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Under option: World English, France, Italy, Turkey



Thriller



English sample available A big hit for those who love intelligent thrillers. –Hebban He just manages to succeed every single time. –DWDD Boekenpanel



To maximize his profits, Willem Hartma needs a system that gives him more information about his clients than any existing system can provide. A system that goes beyond the limits of decency. No company in the world could create such a system legally, but fortunately there’s Bas: a hyper intelligent nerd who doesn’t ask any questions and who perceives the world in his very own and unique way. But then Willem dies, and no one can access the system. Except for Bas. He holds the key. He can decide who is able to use it. But does he want to?



About the Author Charles den Tex is the Netherlands’ leading thriller writer. Three of his novels have won the Gouden Strop: Schijn van kans (Chance in Hell, 2002), De macht van meneer Miller (The Power of Mr Miller, 2006) and Cel (Cell, 2008). The latter two books were turned into a television series and Cel was also adapted for the big screen. In total, over 1,2 million copies of Den Tex’ books have been sold.



Underdog By Elfie Tromp Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 256 pp. | October 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



Shortlisted for the BNG Literatuurprijs



About the Author Elfie Tromp (the Netherlands, 1985) writes novels, columns and plays. Her debut novel, Goeroe, was awarded the prize of the best book of Rotterdam. That same year she won a prize for young travel journalists.



With her second novel Underdog Elfie Tromp proves that she is not a flash in the pan. Tromp twists this story about a brother and sister who haven’t been spoiled by life completely around her finger in a brilliant way. —Noord-Hollands Dagblad A splendid and humorous indictment against social engineering. ─De Telegraaf



A tragicomedy about the biggest taboo of our time: failure. The eccentric Rein works as a caretaker at his family’s kennel. Although the Afghan Hounds have won many awards, the kennel is on the edge of a financial abyss. Rein’s ambitious sister, Adelien, has a plan of last resort: they should have their bitch serviced by an international stud dog in Australia. During a trip full of unexpected situations the siblings get to know each other better than they ever thought possible.
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Thirty Days By Annelies Verbeke Publisher: De Geus Original Language: Dutch | 320 pp. | March 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch Rights Sold: English (World Editions, WEL)



Literary Fiction



English sample and detailed French reading report available. Over 20,000 copies sold Awarded the 2015 NRC Book Award for Best Dutch-language Novel of the Year and the 2015 F. Bordewijkprijs for Best Novel. Shortlisted for the 2015 ECI Literature Prize and longlisted for the 2016 Libris Literature Prize Thirty Days is the best novel in the Dutch language published this spring. Wise, humoristic, melancholy, profound, socially relevant. —Knack Without a doubt, Verbeke is the greatest talent of her generation. — De Standaard Verbeke manipulates in a refined way the register of the duality: life and death, good and bad, friend and foe go closely together. That realization gets through to the end of the novel. —De Morgen ****



Alphonse is a handyman with unique charisma. His costumers are not only praising his work, but also his personality. He brings peace to people and they open their mind for him. His attraction is so overwhelming that people are starting to claim him. But Alphonse neither wants to be a guru nor Jesus.



About the Author Annelies Verbeke (Gent, 1976) is what you might call an all-rounder. She writes novels, film scenarios, theatre texts and columns. However, the genre she particularly focuses on is the short story. A few years ago she published her first collection, Greener Grass, followed in the summer of 2012 by the anthology To the City.



Brussels By Basje Bender Publisher: Meulenhoff Original Language: Dutch | 208 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



English sample available Basje disposes of sharp observational skills and formulates what she sees in a dry-comical way. –Noordhollands Dagblad Very fascinating and funny as well. –Opium A debut novel that manages to intrigue. –Nbd Biblion



About the Author



Basje Bender (1984) studied Law and Italian at Utrecht University, after which she moved to Brussels for a traineeship at the European Commission. She is currently graduating on European policies.



Elvie is twenty-seven and works in Brussels, where the apéros are in French and the beer is served with a sip of grenadine. Life in the bubble of European officials and lobbyists suits her just fine. She views the men she dates as entertaining passers-by who pay for her dinner and fill her nights. On the weekends Elvie takes long walks and observes the city and its inhabitants. Brussels feels like the ultimate escape: the receptions, the networking and the hobos on the streets can’t really touch Elvie. That changes when she meets the Flemish artist Camille. Elvie doesn’t know what to make of her confused feelings for someone as elusive as Camille. Their friendship is light and pretty as a soap bubble, but it turns out to be just as vulnerable.
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Attempts to Make Something of Life. The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen, 83 1/4 Years Old By Hendrik Groen Publisher: Meulenhoff Original Language: Dutch | 328 pp. | June 2014 Territory: World Excl Dutch Rights sold: (mostly at auction or in pre-empts): USA (Grand Central, NA), Italy (Longanesi), Germany (Piper), Spain (Roca), France (Presses de la Cité), Catalan (Amsterdam), Greece (Patakis), UK & Commonwealth (Michael Joseph/Penguin Randomhouse UK), Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrand), Korea (Moonhak Soochup), Finland (Gummerus), Brazil (Planeta), Portugal (Jacaranda), Serbia (Dereta), Poland (Albatros), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiga), Norway (Vigmostad & Bjørke), Iceland (Bjartur), Hungary (Libri Kiado), Turkey (Can), China (Thinkingdom), Estonia (Eesti Raamat), Denmark (People’s Press), Bulgaria (Bard), Egypt (Al Kotob Khan, World Arabic rights), Romania (Art), Taiwan (Commonwealth Publishing Co.



Literary Fiction Full English translation available Over 85,000 copies sold; TV rights sold Top 10 of the Bestseller Top 60 since the publication of As Long As There Is Life



About the Author Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The author doesn’t live in a retirement home himself, but he does write from his own experience. As he always says: ‘Not a sentence is dishonest, but not every word is true.’



Funny and frank – a story with a great deal of heart. –Graeme Simsion, international bestselling author of The Rosie Project With pungent phrasing Groen takes down life in a retirement home. Both charming and hilarious. –Leeuwarder Courant **** Funny, tragic and sometimes heart rending. –Het Parool Hendrik Groen is a heart-warming hero. –Trouw



One of the most successful debut novels of 2014, on a very topical subject. The Dutch publisher Meulenhoff has never received so many heart-warming emails and letters from readers throughout the Netherlands! Also published in large print and audio editions, as requested by many. Hendrik Groen may be old, but he’s certainly not dead yet and not messing about this year. Granted, his daily walks become shorter and shorter because the legs are protesting and he certainly frequents his GP’s office; he’s an elderly, technically speaking. But why would that mean that life’s only about hiding out in a retirement home, drinking coffee and waiting for death to come? In short and honest, seemingly light-hearted diary entries Hendrik Groen takes the reader along for a year full of ups and downs in a retirement home in the north of Amsterdam. On the last day of the year it will be hard to say goodbye to this charming character…
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As Long As There Is Life. The New



Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen, 85 Years Old By Hendrik Groen Publisher: Meulenhoff Original Language: Dutch | 375 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch | Rights sold: Gemarny (Piper), Italy (Longanesi), Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiga). Under option in many countries (see previous page)



Literary Fiction Over 30,000 copies sold within 6 weeks of publication In the Bestseller Top 60 since its publication



About the Author Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The author doesn’t live in a retirement home himself, but he does write from his own experience. As he always says: ‘Not a sentence is dishonest, but not every word is true.’



Like the first very successful diary, As Long As There Is Life consists of many daily challenges, described in a very witty and satirical way, but tender and loving at the same time. Since 2013 a lot has changed. The members of the Old-But-Not-Dead club are not getting any younger or healthier, although they did welcome two new members, Leonie and Geert, to fill the holes that Grietje and Eefje have left. Eefje has passed away, and Grietje, who has Alzheimer’s, moved to ‘the other side’ – the closed ward.



Hendrik regularly visits Grietje and though she seems very happy, she doesn’t recognize him. Sometimes after he has visited her, he contemplates life and death, thinking about his wife and daughter and about Eefje’s death and her funeral. He misses her. A lot. ‘Love rarely has a happy ending,’ he writes. He realises that time flies. Many things have changed over the last few decades and that he and the other elderly of the home are sidelined to the outskirts of society. But he and his friends take action: after a pause of several months, they bring back to life their Old-But-Not-Dead club and their good tradition of trips, as well as a chocolate workshop and a course in African percussion. They add a new idea as well: every few weeks they will dine in a restaurant of a different world cuisine – Chinese and Italian excluded. Life in the home has its excitements as well: after a panic about fire regulations, Hendrik and his friends of OldBut-Not-Dead decide to stand for election in the resident’s committee. In their newly-elected position, they have regular meetings with the Manager, Mrs. Stelwagen, who is not very keen on making them any wiser than they need to be. She smiles politely and allows them some small victories to keep them quiet. The second half of the year is marked by a personal tragedy: Hendrik’s best friend Evert has cancer, and the doctors only give him a few months. Initially, he only tells Hendrik. He doesn’t want anyone’s pity, and he hates complaining about physical discomfort. As winter approaches, Evert’s condition deteriorates and he gathers the courage to summon all his friends to his room and tells them about his rapidly approaching death. With the help of his son Jan, he has secretly arranged illegal pills to stage his own death. ‘That way I won’t have to bother anyone when it’s my time,’ he states. When Hendrik sees him on his last day, they drink a brandy together and toast, for the last time, to life and friendship. After Evert’s death, Hendrik and his friends have a hard time keeping up their spirits. Although they are sure that no one can ever replace Evert, they decide to welcome two additional new members to the club. Hendrik muses at the end of the year, that there will come a day that Old-But-Not-Dead won’t exist anymore. As almost all world news is dominated by IS terrorism, the refugee crisis and the crumbling European Union, what will people in 2016 remember when they look back at 2015? Only misery and death, or will they remember good things too? Like the Old-But-Not-Dead club, that heart-warming group of aging friends that make the best of it, as long as there is life.
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The Psychiatrist and the Girl By Erik Rozing Publisher: Meulenhoff Original Language: Dutch | 448 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



Detailed English synopsis & English sample available The Psychiatrist and the Girl is a well written, fast-paced and captivating read. The description of the characters is based on reality, very frank and often witty. Recommended. –Hebban *****



The Rosie Project meets Girl, Interrupted meets The Shock of the Fall, set in a Psychiatric department of a General Hospital. Life could have been easier for young doctor Edgar Simons at the moment. His girlfriend has broken up him and after making a fatal judgmental error, he’s been put under heavy scrutiny in the hospital where he works as an intern. Ever since he desperately tries to convince his tutor that he ís in fact fit for the job. Edgar himself is not free of mental issues either – he suffers from depression and drinks more than he would find acceptable in his patients. Then he gets to treat a new patient: Stella. She utterly fascinates him. He’s getting obsessed and he knows he should keep her at arm’s length, but how?



About the Author



Erik Rozing studied Medicine at Maastricht University and specialized for psychiatrist at Leiden University. He currently lives and works in Amsterdam. As a psychiatrist his focus is on patients with psychosis and trauma. The Psychiatrist and the Girl is his debut novel.



Exit By Michiel Stroink Publisher: Meulenhoff Original Language: Dutch | 240 pp. | October 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch Under Option: Russia



Literary Fiction In his new novel Exit, Michiel Stroink drags you along on a dizzying road trip from Amsterdam to Hanover to leave to leave you behind in total confusion. –7 Days **** Intriguing characters, a strong storyline, cynical humor. In short: amazing. –Rebers Book and Buro



About the Author Michiel Stroink (1981) studied Journalism and Literature in Utrecht. His debut novel, Or Am I Crazy, was praised and is made into a movie which will be released in the fall of 2015. With his second novel, Tilt, he won the Dioraphte Youth Literature Award 2014. Michiel lives in Amsterdam.



For failed writer Abel Schreuder, the only way to escape his life without ambition is getting lost. After a visit to his demented grandmother in the nursing home, he lets fate decide and travels via Hanover to the shadowy ruin festivals of Berlin. In this selfcreated maze he meets femme fatale Eve, backpack-professional Jerry and many other lost souls which help him get lost too. Meanwhile, he is looking for an explanation for his urge to get lost, and begins to write about his father and his grandfather. Three generations of men who appear to be virtually nothing alike, but are inextricably linked. Slowly, his journey is starting to make more sense, but why does it seem that every step he takes into the distance seems to bring him closer to home?
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The Rear Side of the Sun By Maurits de Bruijn



Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 176 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction Wonderful, intriguing and a rather alienating story with powerful observations. –De Morgen Beautiful story about who you are and who you would have wanted to be. –Zin



The baby lies in the rocking lap of Mama, and still the baby won’t stop crying. She belongs to us now, and I don’t know why. I turn around and caress her blond, thin hair. She comes from America and her name is Mariah Carey. Soufjan sits in the car during a nightly ride through the desert of Morocco. In the backseat his mother sits with a baby that he has never seen before. He wants to give the best care he possibly can to this stranger, his new sister. When years later Mariah goes in search of her Dutch family, Soufjan is confronted with choices he has to make. The Rear Side of the Sun is an impressive, subtle novel about identity, family and the possibility of a new beginning.



About the Author



Maurits de Bruijn (1984) works as a journalist, copywriter and visual artist. He published in de Volkskrant and Mister Motley. His visual art was exhibited in Amsterdam, São Paulo and Tel Aviv. His debut novel Broer (Brother) was highly praised by the press and audience.



The New Kratz By Gerard van Emmerik Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 192 pp. | October 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



About the Author



Gerard van Emmerik (1955) is a writer of short stories and novels. His most recent book is the critically acclaimed novel The Chicken Boy. He divides his time between Amsterdam and his countryside house in the Veluwe region.



With Hildegard, the author demonstrates his great psychological insight and the strong the character sketch of his characters. The sensuality of this woman yearning for love and recognition won’t leave you. [...] The New Kratz asks you what has shaped you into being who you are. Your parents? Your surroundings? Chance? Besides, it is an exemplary book when it comes to language, composition and the attitude of the writer. [...] A true gem! –De Limburger **** A sophisticated, bittersweet tale [...] Witty, dark, and oppressive. –Het Parool



The New Kratz is the story of Julien and his new parents Hildegard and Karl Kratz. They decide to welcome Julien into their home, after having lost their own son Maikie under murky circumstances. Julien craves an ordinary life, Hildegard is looking for an ordinary son. But they both carry a secret that will have many more consequences than they could anticipate. A witty, dark and greatly written novel about an unusual family, guilt and second chances.
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An Easy Child By Mireille Geus Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 288 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction A witty and very surprising debut novel, a real page-turner. The students Willemijn and Parel get the chance to house-sit a luxury villa (sauna included), in Belgium. Willemijn thinks it is a good opportunity to strengthen ties with her friend. Parel makes up and tells stories like no other, and that’s exactly the kind of distraction that Willemijn needs. When they arrive at the villa at night, the leaving couple has an odd request: if they not only can housesit, but also babysit their child that lies asleep upstairs. Reluctant, Parel and Willemijn agree, not knowing it will seriously jeopardize their friendship. The next morning it turns out the child has disappeared.



Distant Father



About the Author



Mireille Geus (1964) is writer, writing teacher and writing coach. She wrote among others Big (Piglet), that was awarded with the Gouden Griffel (Golden pencil, award for children’s literature). Her children’s books were published in nine countries, including the United States, Germany and Japan. An Easy Child is her first adult novel.



By Jos Van Kan



Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 240 pp. | February 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



About the Author Jos van Kan (1962) is a director and staged more than eighty plays, including the musical theatre and operas. He works in the Netherlands, Germany and Asia. He lived and worked in Cambodia for some time and wrote Distant Father there.



What’s so special about the book is the combination of the smooth, light tone of the writer and the serious and touching subjects. The fact that the debuting writer is able to let the readers ‘just’ enjoy a good book and at the same time draw their attention to essential life issues show a great creative talent. Hopefully the theatre director Jos van Kan will make time in the future, despite his busy schedule, to give the writer Jos van Kan space. That he enjoys this beautiful performance and then as quickly as possible gets at his desk to surprise the reader with yet another beautiful book. –Eindhovens Dagblad



Sep, living out the last years of his life in Cambodia, must make a decision that puts everything at risk: life in Battambang, his connection with the people he got to know, and his memories of the Netherlands. In Distant Father, the dark history of Cambodia accompanies a personal Dutch story. That of a father that lost his son and doesn’t know how to live knowing it. Distant Father is a pervasive, subtle novel about taking responsibility, about resignation and rebellion.
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Lost Language By Bronja Prazdny Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 304 pp. | January 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction



[...] great style of writing and original approach. –Hebban Her descriptions of places, people and emotions are raw, original and lively. [...] The construction of the book seems to match her search: from lack of clarity, to knowledge, understanding and then feeling. Moved to tears. –Boekenbijlage.nl Bronja Prazdny is a descendent of refugees. Her father and mother left their birth country, Czechoslovakia, in the late sixties and met each other in the village of Bilthoven, in a Dutch course for foreign speakers. Bronja’s grandparents also fled Czechoslovakia: first fleeing the Nazis together, and after the war her grandfather fled again, this time from the communists. Bronja is born in the Netherlands, but the fleeing has left a legacy. She feels different, she looks different. She thinks it has to do with her Jewish background, but at the same time she doesn’t know much about Judaism, just like she doesn’t know much about her family. She thus begins the search, covering England, Israel, the Czech Republic and America. Lost Language is a lively history of detached family ties and a moving examination of what identity contains.



About the Author Bronja Prazdny is journalist and writer. Recently she published Women with Autism. An early version of Lost language reached the finale of Manuscripting, a contest for unpublished writing talent. Bronja Prazdny lives and works in Groningen.



Color Your Rijksmuseum By Jan Rothuizen Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch & English | 24 pp. | March 2016 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Coloring Book English translation available Beautiful details and challenging tasks. –Zin



About the Author Jan Rothuizen is a Dutch artist whose works are exhibited in the Netherlands and abroad, including the Townhouse Gallery in Cairo and at the New Museum in New York. His drawings are published monthly in the national newspaper de Volkskrant. He published several books, including The Soft Atlas of Amsterdam (2014), distributed in the USA and Canada by the University of Chicago Press.



Color your own Rijksmuseum! A do-it-yourself book with wonderful details of the collection and inspiring points of view. The drawings of Jan Rothuizen can be seen throughout The Netherlands and beyond. His maps not only depict what can be seen but also how you can experience a place without stepping foot in that location. When Jan Rothuizen made a drawing of the converted museum, he thought of the idea to make a coloring book, but it had to be in his own Jan Rothuizen-style: amazing details, information on the museum collection and original assignments. A perfect coloring book for every true art lover.
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When Winter Is Over By Thomas Verbogt Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | September 2015 Territory: World Excl Dutch



Literary Fiction English sample available; over 15,000 copies sold Shortlisted for the Libris Literature Award & the Boekhandelsprijs retail award This penetrating novel is about the meaning, in retrospect, of the cadence of existence, how to interpret far-reaching events. […] Subtly jumping back and forth between present and past, without frippery, small details become “big” in this narrative. This new Verbogt is stunning in its simplicity. –De Telegraaf **** A satisfying energy. The “Zen-like melancholy” is again present, in every respect […] Verbogt’s craftsmanship makes the novel light-footed rather than ponderous. This is partly due to the fact that while he composes a reconstruction, like someone with a deep faith in the narrative organization of the past, he does it almost yearningly, in an ever-forward motion. […] In everything one sees that Verbogt knows where his strengths lie. That is not to say that his themes are so easily summed up. But it’s this continual searching, that uncertainty, that makes Verbogt’s work so attractive. –NRC Handelsblad ****



About the Author Thomas Verbogt (1952) has written many novels, short stories and theater plays. Well-known titles include the collection of stories What Exactly Is the Purpose? and Really Something for You, and the novels Perfect Silence and Color of Happiness.



Your life might be ultimately determined by just a few seconds. Because you glance at someone, or not. You’re suddenly being kissed on a summer day. It doesn’t have to be more than that. The protagonist of When Winter Is Over feels exactly this, as for years he lives with the recollection of such a moment. But merely the recollection isn’t enough. When Winter Is Over is a story about guilt and shame, about the realization that we are all merely passersby who glance at each other, or quickly touch each other. It treats the question what life is ultimately about: about the truth, or about reality. When Winter Is Over – it’s a promise, the hope of something new.
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